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Abstract

Recent advances in the space of Arabic large
language models have opened up a wealth of
potential practical applications. From optimal
training strategies, large scale data acquisition
and continuously increasing NLP resources, the
Arabic LLM landscape has improved in a very
short span of time, despite being plagued by
training data scarcity and limited evaluation
resources compared to English. In line with
contributing towards this ever-growing field,
we introduce AlGhafa, a new multiple-choice
evaluation benchmark for Arabic LLMs. For
showcasing purposes, we train a new suite of
models, including a 14 billion parameter model,
the largest monolingual Arabic decoder-only
model to date. We use a collection of pub-
licly available datasets, as well as a newly intro-
duced HandMade dataset consisting of 8 billion
tokens. Finally, we explore the quantitative and
qualitative toxicity of several Arabic models,
comparing our models to existing public Arabic
LLMs.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in the field of AI, and particu-
larly the development of large language models
(LLMs), have been driven by a convergence of fac-
tors including the availability of large amounts of
unlabelled textual data (Suá rez et al., 2020; Raffel
et al., 2020), advancements in hardware (Hooker,
2020), software (Narayanan et al., 2021), compute
infrastructure (Jouppi et al., 2023), as well as algo-
rithmic innovations (Vaswani et al., 2023). Without
doubt, all these factors combined have accelerated
the progress and capabilities of AI, leading to the
emergence of large language models (Brown et al.,
2020). At its root, one can find efforts to teach
computers to understand and generate impressively
human-like text. These efforts began with relatively
simple statistical models (Mikolov et al., 2013) and
rule-based systems, but in recent years, the field has
been revolutionized by the advent of deep learning

and the availability of large-scale computational
resources and data (Sevilla et al., 2022).

The inaugural iteration of Generative Pretrained
Transformer (GPT) (Radford et al., 2018) demon-
strated the efficacy of causal language modelling
as a pre-training objective, where the model is
trained, auto-regressively, to learn the probability
of a word given previous context, substantively
enhancing the model’s ability for generalization.
Subsequently, GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) pro-
vided empirical evidence that augmenting both the
size of the model and the volume of the training
dataset enables surpassing previously established
benchmarks in numerous tasks within a zero-shot
framework. This framework enables the model
to successfully solve tasks without explicit train-
ing, simply from in-context instructions and ex-
amples. The strategy of scaling GPT models was
taken to its zenith with the introduction of GPT-3
(Brown et al., 2020), a model comprising an unpar-
alleled 175-billion parameters. Training on textual
data consisting of hundreds of billions of words
sourced from the internet enabled larger model
sizes, which in turn showed increased abilities for
few-shot learning. This unlocked novel capabilities
during model evaluation and demonstrated their
potential for practical applications. In recent years,
a series of Large Language Models (LLMs) have
been introduced: Gopher (Rae et al., 2021), PaLM
(Chowdhery et al., 2022), Llama2 (Touvron et al.,
2023), with the largest dense language models now
having over 500 billion parameters. These large
auto-regressive transformers have demonstrated im-
pressive performance on many tasks using a variety
of evaluation protocols such as zero-shot, few-shot,
and to some extent fine-tuning.

Further research revealed that larger models sys-
tematically deliver better language modelling per-
formance (Kaplan et al., 2020), retaining more com-
plex relationships and more subtleties of the lan-
guage. Larger models were shown to also capture
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more contextual information than smaller models,
demonstrating improved emergent downstream ca-
pabilities (Wei et al., 2022). However, given the
substantial increase in compute needs and the po-
tential energy cost considerations associated with
the training of such large language models (Lakim
et al., 2022), several works have gone into discov-
ering the optimal allocation between the number
of model parameters and data samples used. This
has led to the formalism of power law scaling rela-
tionships between the number of model parameters
and training tokens, given a computational budget
(Kaplan et al., 2020). Recent results regarding the
scaling of these model (Hoffmann et al., 2022) have
confirmed that model performance is linked with
the availability of large, high-quality (Gao et al.,
2020; Penedo et al., 2023), and diverse datasets.

Nevertheless, in the global linguistic landscape,
much of the advancements in large language mod-
els over the recent years predominantly cater to
high-resource languages, denoting those languages
that enjoy substantial amounts of digitally avail-
able training data. Here English stands at a priv-
ilege, still covering ∼ 46% of recent Common-
Crawl dumps, followed at 4− 6% each by German,
Russian, French, Japanese, Spanish, and Chinese
1. These languages stand to profit massively from
the progression of language models in contrast to a
significant proportion of languages, often charac-
terized by their lower resources, and which attract
less attention, despite their cumulative prevalence 2.
Here, Arabic represents a case of particular note, as
it is the native tongue of 360 million people (includ-
ing dialects) and the official language of 27 states
and territories, but its overall presence on Common-
Crawl for example is ∼ 0.5% (∼ 0.66% in recent
dumps ). This in part may be due to a possible bias
in the crawling algorithms, but it also stems from
the fact that not all societies interact with the inter-
net in the same way, thus different public content
that can then be harvested as datasets.

The main contributions of the present work are:

• we present AlGhafa3, a multiple-choice zero-
and few-shot evaluation benchmark based on

1https://commoncrawl.github.io/
cc-crawl-statistics/plots/languages

2English, the preferred language of 25.9 per-
cent of internet users https://www.verbolabs.com/
internet-users-by-languages-worldwide/, is dispro-
portionately represented, accounting for 63.7 percent of all
text content.

3https://gitlab.com/tiiuae/alghafa

eleven existing datasets, that we curate and
modify; we evaluate our own models against
this benchmark and also other publicly avail-
able Arabic LLMs; we plan to publicly release
the benchmark to aid the community in build-
ing more tools for evaluating Arabic LLMs.

• for the purpose of this academic study, we
train a new family of decoder-only Arabic
monolingual LLMs, with model sizes of 1B,
3B, 7B and 14B parameters; our 14B model
is to our knowledge the largest monolingual
decoder-only Arabic model, trained on 248
GT (billion tokens) in total, using 4 epochs
of 64.5 GT to match the optimality threshold
prediction according to the Hoffmann et al.
(2022) scaling law.

• we perform a qualitative and quantitative tox-
icity evaluation of our Arabic models, con-
trasted with other existing models following a
consistent methodology.

• finally, we present our HandMade dataset,
containing 8 GT (after extraction, cleaning
and deduplication) of high-quality new Ara-
bic content crawled from the internet.

2 Related work

In the past three years, several Arabic generative
language models have been published (with a few
being publicly available), exploring different archi-
tectures (BERT, GPT and T5-based) and increasing
model sizes, while facing limitations in training
data and evaluation resources.

AraGPT2 (Antoun et al., 2021) was the first ded-
icated Arabic generative language model to be de-
veloped where the training corpus included Arabic
data from internet and news articles. The largest
model in this family, AraGPT2-MEGA, with 1.46B
parameters on a GROVER architecture (modified
layer normalization order in the transformer with
respect to GPT2), was shown to be able to produce
high quality Arabic output in both generation and
question-answering tasks.

A larger GPT-based Arabic model, was intro-
duced by (Lakim et al., 2022). The Noor project
comprises of a family of Arabic multi-billion pa-
rameter models, with the Noor-10B being made
available via API. However, their work mostly fo-
cused on the evaluation of the carbon footprint of
building and training the model.

Nagoudi et al. (2022) introduced a range of GPT
models (300M to 13B parameters), trained on 400
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GB of text, with the largest model (Jasmine-13B)
still in training at the time of publication. The
authors focused on the few-shot learning of these
models and presented an extensive model evalu-
ation on a range of tasks including NLU tasks,
language modeling, word manipulation, common-
sense inference and autocompletion. Furthermore,
they evaluated their models on various societal bi-
ases including gender, stereotypical, religion and
color bias.

In line with evaluating the capabilities of Arabic
LLM, Sengupta et al. (2023) recently released Jais
and Jais-chat. Jais is a 13B parameter pretrained
model while Jais-chat represents the instruction-
tuned version of their foundation model. To train
the model, the authors did not utilize only Arabic
data but instead used a mixture of Arabic, English
and Code in the ratio 1:2:0.4. Specifically, the
model was trained on 395 billion tokens which
included: 72 GT of Arabic data (of which 18 GT
were machine translated from English) that were
repeated 1.6 times to obtain 116 GT of Arabic data
at the end, plus 232 GT of English tokens and a
remaining 47 GT of code. The results from the
paper suggest that bilingual data mixture can result
in better overall performance metrics. For Jais-chat,
the authors used a mixture of prompt-response pairs
(4 million in Arabic and 6 million in English).

In the space of BERT-based models, Ghaddar
et al. (2021) posit that existing Arabic models
are largely under-trained which affects their per-
formance significantly. They propose the JABER
(135M) and SABER (369M) BERT-style models,
showing increased performance over a variety of
Natural Language Understanding (NLU) tasks. In
addition to this, the authors highlight the usage
of improved filtering process for the training data
which reduces the size of training corpus but pro-
duces better results.

Following this strategy, Alghamdi et al. (2023)
propose a T5 model (AraMUS) with 11B parame-
ters while maintaining the high-quality standard of
the Arabic training data used. The authors claim
that AraMUS is the first multi-billion parameter
T5 Arabic model which has been thoroughly evalu-
ated on a diverse set of NLU tasks and compared
against the existing SOTA models. Its performance,
evaluated on the ALUE benchmark (Seelawi et al.,
2021) present state-of-the-art results among BERT
and T5 models.

Parallely, Nagoudi et al. (2021) introduced

AraT5 for transfer learning in Arabic and pre-
trained three models, one trained on Modern Stan-
dard Arabic (MSA), another one on Twitter data
and last on both MSA and Twitter. They also intro-
duced a new benchmark called ARGEN to evaluate
Arabic language generation. AraT5 models per-
formed well on the benchmark and outperformed
mT5 in terms of Text Summarization, Question An-
swering, Machine Translation, Paraphrasing and
other Arabic NLU tasks.

3 Data

3.1 Data sources

Our pretraining data sources can be divided in
web data and curated data sources. In terms
of web data, we first leverage CommonCrawl
(commoncrawl.org), which is a freely and pub-
licly available internet scraping archive that has
been collecting data since 2008. We process 94
CommonCrawl dumps, up to March/April 2023,
extracting Arabic content (see Section 3.2). We
also include data from ArabicWeb16 (Suwaileh
et al., 2016), a dedicated public web crawl based
on 150 million URLs with high Arabic coverage.
Finally, we present our own HandMade crawled
dataset (see Appendix A), obtained by scraping 36
million unique URLs. We note here the importance
of new large scale Arabic datasets, both due to the
general data scarcity in Arabic and the possibil-
ity that CommonCrawl’s targeting algorithm may
not be optimum for leveraging Arabic language
websites.

In terms of curated data, we focused on four
main categories: wikipedia, news, books and con-
versations. Our wikipedia dataset covers the MSA
version (main articles, wikisource and wiktionary)
but also the Egyptian and Moroccan versions (main
articles). For news, we collate 4 existing datasets:
Abu El Khair (El-khair, 2016), Arabic-News (Saad,
2019), SaudiNewsNet (Alhagri, 2015), and Ulti-
mateArabicNews (Al-Dulaimi, 2022). Finally, for
books, we leverage the Open Islamicate Texts Ini-
tiative (OpenITI) (Nigst et al., 2023) corpus con-
sisting of pre-modern Islamicate texts.

3.2 Data processing

For large-scale data processing, we use the data pro-
cessing pipeline inspired by Penedo et al. (2023),
with some modifications in the processing order
and adapting filtering to Arabic content.

One relevant choice in our data processing
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pipeline for CommonCrawl samples is that we fol-
low the strategy of Gao et al. (2020), applying py-
cld2 instead of fasttext for language identification
as it is designed to work at HTML level, which
allows for a significant saving in downstream text
processing. We then continue with text extraction
from samples identified as Arabic using the trafi-
latura library. To validate our decision, we test
both strategies (trafilatura followed by fasttext ver-
sus pycld2 followed by trafilatura) by processing
one random CommonCrawl segment from 2022
and find that our chosen approach recovers 99% of
the Arabic samples. Considering that Penedo et al.
(2023), after processing roughly half of existing
CommonCrawl data, estimated the Arabic content
to be at ∼ 0.5%, and that text extraction is a highly
computationally expensive step, this approach re-
duces data processing costs considerably with very
little data loss and is particularly recommendable
when only targeting specific languages.

Once the Arabic text samples have been ex-
tracted, we apply a URL filter comparing to a cu-
rated list of 46 million domains (across different
languages) (url) with known pornographic, violent
or gambling-related content. We then run fasttext
to confirm Arabic language identification at text
level and, finally, we apply the Gopher repetition
filter from (Rae et al., 2021) using their default
values.

We apply a stringent deduplication strategy, us-
ing fuzzy deduplication based on MinHash (Broder,
1997) and exact deduplication based on suffix array
(Manber and Myers, 1993) using the implementa-
tion of Lee et al. (2022). This is performed in a
three-step scheme: first, MinHash is applied indi-
vidually to each separate dataset; then the dedupli-
cated results are merged, and MinHash is applied
globally; lastly, after separating books and con-
versations, exact deduplication is applied to the
merged dataset as a final step, removing all ex-
act matches above 50 consecutive tokens. After
the global MinHash step, exact deduplication was
applied separately to the books dataset due to its
large individual sample size requiring a different
distribution of the computational workload and to
the conversations dataset, where we lowered the
threshold and removed exact duplicates above 25
consecutive tokens. Finally, we apply the sample-
level and line-level quality filters used in Penedo
et al. (2023) adapted to Arabic, implementing the
changes detailed in Appendix B.1. This finally

Split Percentage (%) Tokens (GT)
webdata 94.77 61.07

books 2.45 1.58
news 2.17 1.40

conversations 0.34 0.22
wikipedia 0.20 0.13

Table 1: Final pre-training dataset mixture

leaves us with ∼ 64.5 GT of clean and dedupli-
cated Arabic tokens. Our data processing pipeline
in summarized in Figure 1. Note that the stages
featured here occur after the initial language iden-
tification followed by HTML extraction, and still
from stage 1 (language re-identification and basic
filtering) to 5 (final Arabic quality filtering), 86%
of the disk size content in Arabic is lost, mainly
due to the deduplication steps.

Our final data mixture is described in Table 1,
showing that most of our data (∼ 95%) comes from
internet sources and not curated datasets. However,
after identifying and analyzing our top 150 inter-
net domains across the entire training dataset (see
Figure 2 and Appendix B.2 for details), we find
news to be the dominant category, accounting for a
weighted 65% of the top 150 domains.

Stage 1
100%

Stage 2
37%

Stage 3
26%

Stage 4
15%

Stage 5
14%

After Arabic quality filtering

After string-level dedup

After global sample-level dedup

After individual sample-level dedup

After Arabic ID & basic filtering

Figure 1: Data processing steps, showing the percentage
of data measured in disk size left after every step. All
percentages are computed with respect to the total data
left after finalizing stage1: applying language identifica-
tion, HTML extraction and basic filtering (consisting in
repetition filter and minimum words per sample).

3.3 Tokenization

After exploring different approaches for tokeniza-
tion, we found that byte-level BPE and Sentence-
Piece offered the best coverage and fertility ratios.
We then compared two specific tokenizers that had
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Model Layers Heads dmodel Total
param.

Seq.len. Gtokens Epochs

AraGPT2–1.5B (Antoun et al., 2021) 24 48 1536 1.5B 1024 NA NA
Jasmine–13B (Nagoudi et al., 2022) 40 40 5120 13B 2048 NA NA
Jais–13B (Sengupta et al., 2023) 40 40 5120 13B 2048 395

ar/en/code
1

Our–1B 24 32 2048 1.3B 2048 20 1
Our–3B 32 40 2560 2.7B 2048 60 1
Our–7B 32 71 4544 7B 2048 140 2
Our–14B 36 96 6144 14B 2048 258 4

Table 2: Model architecture compared to other autoregressive Arabic language models

Adult

Sports

Pets
Animals

Finance

Beauty
Fashion
Fitness

Society
Religion
Family

Online
Community

Forums

Shopping
Marketplace

Arts
Entertain.

Reference
Encyclopedias

Travel
Tourism
Hotels

News

Figure 2: Topic distribution in the top 150 URL domains
covering ∼ 20% of the total number of samples in the final
Arabic pre-training dataset

a vocabulary size of 65k and used BPE as a model
and sentence-piece as a pre-tokenizer (to which we
refer to as tok1 and tok2), where the main differ-
ence is that tok1 imposes a much stricter normal-
ization, where 56 Arabic unicode characters are
either removed or replaced. We tested these two
tokenizers by training 1B and 3B parameter models
trained to optimality (same number of tokens for
same sized models) and running them against our
zero-shot evaluation pipeline (see Appendix C), the
two tokenizers perform similarly but we continue
with tok1 due to its higher compression rate.

4 Model

A de facto architecture for large language models,
the canonical transformer architecture (Vaswani
et al., 2023), has seen several improvements to
enhance the overall model qualitative performance

and speed up both training and inference workloads.
Our family of Arabic models are a suite of decoder
based generative models (Radford et al., 2018),
closely following the architecture of the Falcon
models4 which in turn was modified from the GPT-
3 architecture (Brown et al., 2020). We highlight
the following attributes:

• Multi-query attention (Shazeer, 2019) is
used to improve the scalability of inference.

• Flash attention (Dao et al., 2022).
• Parallel attention, where the attention mod-

ule and MLP blocks are executed in parallel.
• Rotary embeddings proposed in Su et al.

(2022).

More details on model architecture are given in
Table 2, comparing with other previously released
decoder-only Arabic LLMs.

4.1 Training

We pretrained our models on NVIDIA A100 GPUs.
For our 7B model we used 96 GPUs during approx-
imately 1 week, and for our 14B model we used up
to 384 GPUs for approximately 2 weeks, including
learning rate sweeps.

Our models were trained to optimality, following
the scaling laws of Hoffmann et al. (2022). Due
to the scarcity of Arabic data, we used 2 epochs
for our 7B model and 4 epochs for our 14B model.
This decision was reinforced by the recent work of
Muennighoff et al. (2023), which shows that when
training on constrained data for a fixed compute
budget, training up to 4 epochs of repeated data
produces negligible changes to the loss when com-
pared to using unique data. The work of Hernandez
et al. (2022) cautions against data repetition as it

4https://huggingface.co/tiiuae/falcon-40b
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Figure 3: Agreggate zero-shot evaluation results on our benchmark for our series of 1B, 3B, 7B and 14B models trained to
optimality, compared to AraGPT2-Mega, Noor-10B (evaluated via API) and Jais-13B models. Average is the mean accuracy
across tasks. Score* is the average of (at − bt)/(1− bt) across tasks, where: at is task accuracy and bt is task baseline.

can significantly degrade model performance, es-
pecially for larger models. However, their finding
refers to upsampling specific datasets (a practice
used in the past to increase the amount of high qual-
ity data in the training dataset) rather than repeating
the entire training dataset for a limited number of
times. For our largest model, with 14B parameters,
using 4 epochs is not expected to lead to perfor-
mance degradation.

5 Evaluation and results

5.1 Throughput

For performing throughput experiments, we de-
ployed our 14B model using BF16, and the Jais-
13B model using FP32, each on a single p4d in-
stance (8 × A100 GPUs, with 40Gb of memory
each). Both models were deployed using the Hug-
gingFace transformers library. We observed a
speedup of our 14B model by +15%, +75%, and
+158%, respectively for a batch size of 8, 16, and
32, making it significantly faster than Jais-13B for
large scale inference applications on commonly
used A100 GPUs.

5.2 Arabic multiple-choice tasks evaluation
benchmark

We construct AlGhafa5, a multiple-choice zero-
and few-shot evaluation benchmark based on 11
existing datasets (see Appendix C), that we curate

5https://gitlab.com/tiiuae/alghafa

by translating and/or modifying partially or fully
with human verification from native Arabic speak-
ers. All tasks used for evaluation are transformed
into multiple-choice tasks following the setup from
(Brown et al., 2020). The model under evaluation is
prompted with the text of the task and the context,
if available. Then the log-probs of each choice are
calculated and normalized by number of characters.
The highest log-prob choice is then selected and
compared with the correct one to score the model.
The metric used is accuracy: the number of correct
choices the model guesses divided by the total num-
ber of samples. The results are then compared to a
random baseline (since the datasets are balanced, it
is one divided by the number of choices). All the
classification tasks (Facts balanced, Sentiment, Rat-
ing sentiment, Rating sentiment no neutral), were
balanced by removing extra samples from classes
with more samples. To use the generative LLM as
a classifier, the prompt for the model was designed
as a multiple-choice task, with the possible choices
representing the possible classes.
The Rating tasks are created from HARD-Arabic-
Dataset, a collection of reviews with scores from
1 (bad) to 5 (good). We remove samples that are
too long since the context length of the model is
2000 tokens. Moreover, we do not need too many
samples for evaluation, so the tasks were built with
a random subset of the original dataset. The ag-
gregate results displayed in Figure 3 show that our
monolingual 14B model trained on 258 GT and
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Test
Model EM F1 Architecture Fine-tuned on task?
Random Guess 3.45 3.93 - -
AraT5-base 31.2 65.7 T5 Yes
AT5B 31.6 67.2 T5 Yes
AraMUS 35.3 72.3 T5 Yes
Our-14B 21.1 13.8 Decoder No

Table 3: Performance on QA tasks with Exact Match
(EM) and F1 as performance metrics.

deployed in BF16 ranks second after the bilingual
Jais-13B model trained on 395 GT and deployed
in FP32. Detailed figures from Appendix C show
that our 14B model performs better on the reading
comprehension tasks Belebele Ar-MSA and Bele-
bele Ar-dialects, and also on MCQ Exams, whereas
Jais-13B particularly excels on the SOQAL Ar and
XGLUE Ar tasks, although with a significantly in-
creased inference cost for large scale applications
(see Section 5.1).

5.3 Generative Tasks

Following Alghamdi et al. (2023) and Ghaddar
et al. (2022), we evaluate our model on two types
of generative tasks: Question Answering (QA) and
Question Generation (QG). For QA evaluation task,
we aggregated four datasets: three from the human
translated section of XTREME benchmark (Hu
et al., 2020): MLQA (Lewis et al., 2019), XQUAD
(Artetxe et al., 2019) and Ty Di QA (Artetxe et al.,
2019), and a fourth dataset ARCD (Mozannar et al.,
2019). More details about the size and description
of the datasets are listed in Appendix C.

We evaluate QA on two metrics, exact match
(EM) and F1, to compare with existing results by
(Ghaddar et al., 2022; Alghamdi et al., 2023) (see
Table 3). For QA task, we prompted our model
with the context and question from the dataset and
evaluated the completion from the model against
the actual or "gold" answer to the questions. It is to
be noted that some of the questions in the datasets
had multiple answers, in that case, we evaluated the
completion from the model against the reference
answers. The choice of using EM and F1 as perfor-
mance metrics was to evaluate our model against
the state-of-the-art models (Alghamdi et al., 2023;
Nagoudi et al., 2021; Ghaddar et al., 2022).

For QG tasks, we used the same datasets as QA
following (Alghamdi et al., 2023) where the model
was prompted with the context and answer and the
completion is expected to produce a question. We
tested our model on BLEU metrics as used by the
baselines. The results on the test set are shown in

Model Test Architecture Fine-tuned on task?
AraT5-base 13.5 T5 Yes
AT5B 17.0 T5 Yes
AraMUS 17.4 T5 Yes
Our-14B 10.6 Decoder No

Table 4: Performance on QG tasks with BLEU score as
performance metric.

Table 4.
Both QA and QG tasks were evaluated on the

pre-trained version of our 14B parameter model,
with no task-specific fine-tuning as used in the case
of AraT5-base, AT5B and AraMUS. We note here
that encode-decoder models are known to perform
best after adding a multitask fine-tuning step Wang
et al. (2022).

6 Toxicity and bias analysis

We address the study of stereotypical bias related
to gender, religion and ethnicity following two dis-
tinct approaches, respectively a descriptive and a
quantitative one.

6.1 Descriptive analysis

We follow an approach similar to Brown et al.
(2020) and Chowdhery et al. (2022) in perform-
ing a qualitative inspection of eventual bias related
to gender, nationality, and religion. We analyze co-
occurrence statistics between groups and descrip-
tive words in predictions generated from prompts
following the pattern "The group member is al-
ways" (". . . AÖ ß @X * �é«ñÒj. ÖÏ @ ñ 	�«*"), where group
member is substituted by a gender, national or re-
ligious identity. We adapted the prompt pattern
proposed by (Chowdhery et al., 2022), using the
term always instead of very to adapt to the Arabic
language syntax. We note that a similar pattern is
used in bias analysis in (Nagoudi et al., 2022). For
each prompt we generate 800 completions using nu-
cleus sampling, with top-p=0.9 and a temperature
of 1. In order to reduce inappropriate toxic content
we perform a two-step analysis: at first we apply a
simple "bad word" filter (see Appendix E.1) on the
produced content, then we employ a part-of-speech
tagger (Obeid et al., 2020) to retain only adjectives
from the first sentence of the completion. Finally,
we remove adjectives that are considered not de-
scriptive in terms of bias and, for each group, we
report the top-10 most frequent descriptive words
obtained (see Appendix E.2 for full details).
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6.2 Quantitative analysis

We propose a quantitative approach to bias and
toxicity analysis following the method described
in (Ousidhoum et al., 2021). At first, we generate
113176 open sentences including an explicit social
group member as subject followed by an ordinary
action from the ATOMIC series of patterns (Sap
et al., 2019). In order to highlight any eventual
bias related to gender, we use gendered pronouns
and generate a total of 4000 patterns from the 1000
ATOMIC heads adding because she/of her and be-
cause he/of his in case, respectively, of a female or
male subject. Our evaluation focuses on the study
of bias in groups related to ethnicity and religion.

From these patterns, we obtain masked close
prompts for whose the assessed LLMs need to gen-
erate the last token giving a reason for the action
taken. For each prompt, we generate 10 comple-
tions using nucleus sampling with top-p=0.9 and a
temperature of 1, with the exception of the Jais-chat
model, for which, in order to meet the submission
deadline, a single completion for each prompt is
generated. For both the considered fine-tuned mod-
els we include their pre-prompts. For Jais-chat, we
used the recommended Arabic pre-prompt 6, con-
sisting of 307 words. For our chat fine-tuned 14B
model, we use a custom pre-prompt with a total of
466 words.

A simple logistic regression (LR) classifier (see
Appendix E.3) is then used to probe for toxicity.
Since toxic language classifiers can exhibit a built-
in bias toward specific terms including the names
of certain social groups (Sap et al., 2019), (Park
et al., 2018), (Hutchinson et al., 2020), the toxicity
probing is performed in two steps.

In the preliminary stage, the classifier is run on
the raw prompts including only the subject and the
action. We then filter out 40.0% of the patterns
as they have been classified as toxic. In the main
stage, the classifier is applied to the full sentences
starting with a non-toxic prompt. Our "bad word"
filter is also applied to avoid inappropriate content.
The proportion of sentences marked as toxic for
each of the assessed models is reported in Table 5.
We gain further insights for these results with the
labels provided by the human annotators in 6.2.1.
Further statistics regarding toxicity in social groups
are displayed in Appendix E.4. From an overall
toxicity comparison between our 14B model and

6https://huggingface.co/inception-mbzuai/
jais-13b-chat

Model %
Our-14B 7.02

Our-14B-chat 1.93
Jais-13B 4.57

Jais-chat-13B∗ 3.56
Noor-10B 7.31

AraGPT2-1.5B 3.66
AraBERT-136M 9.34

Table 5: Proportion of generated sentences that are
marked as toxic by the LR classifier

PTLM normal % toxic % confusing %
Our-14B 40.0 5.0 55.0

AraBERT-136M 50.0 15.0 35.0
AraGPT2-1.5B 10.0 0.0 90.0

Jais-13B 25.0 10.0 65.0
Noor-10B 30.0 10.0 60.0

Table 6: Human evaluation of 20 samples for each of the
5 Arabic PTLMs of interest. We report the percentage
scores for labelled sentences in each category.

our chat fine-tuned 14B model (details given in
Appendix D), we notice a definite reduction in the
produced toxic content due to the proposed fine-
tuning and the use of pre-prompts.

6.2.1 Human Evaluation
To have further insights on the assessed Pretrained
Language Models (PTLMs), we sample 20 gener-
ated statements from each one, for a total of 100
sentences, and asked 3 Arabic speakers to annotate
them as normal, toxic or confusing without know-
ing from which model they have been produced. A
sentence can be marked as confusing whether it is
not clear if it is toxic or not or if it seems to lack
commonsense. We report in Table 6 the majority
voting results for the annotator labels. When com-
paring Tables 5 and 6 we can notice, at first, that the
proportion of sentences masked as confusing is sig-
nificant, in particular for AraGPT2-1.5B. This can
probably contribute to the low level of toxicity dis-
played by this model. In fact, when looking at the
completions it generates we can notice a tendency
to produce punctuation and stop words. When look-
ing at the proportion of toxic labeled content, we
can notice an overall agreement in scale between
the classifier and the human annotators.

7 Limitations

As our models are trained chiefly on publicly avail-
able Arabic data crawled from the internet (∼ 95%)
and cleaned using a large-scale automated pipeline,
they can present to some degree several of the is-
sues commonly found in large language models:
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outputting incorrect/private/sensitive information,
toxicity and/or bias, the potential for misuse. We
caution the reader that these models were trained
for academic research and should not be used in
handling sensitive information and taking high-risk
decisions without taking additional steps.

Our quantitative toxicity analysis for Arabic
completions shows that our models can display
slightly increased toxicity when compared to some
other pre-existing Arabic models, especially with
respect to certain categories. We show this can
be significantly alleviated through fine-tuning. We
plan to train another suite of models with the objec-
tive of intrinsically reducing model toxicity either
by including improved Arabic toxicity filters in our
data processing pipeline or by improving the toxic
URL list for the Arabic language, while analyzing
the overall effect on model performance.

Finally, as most of our training data comes from
the internet, we plan to pursue a detailed analysis
of dialectal coverage and model performance over
different Arabic dialects.
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A HandMade Dataset

A.1 Collecting links with custom spiders

We realized data availability would be an issue, so
we decided to build a collection of web links taken
from handmade selected websites with custom spi-
ders. This was done by a team of four Arabic
speakers with knowledge of common news, gov-
ernment, books, and blog websites. The pipeline
looked like this:

1. Arabic speakers select websites’ homepages.

2. The websites are sorted on the potential
amount of content.

3. An engineer evaluates the complexity of the
scrape. Mostly checking for a sitemap or
a straightforward API that would return the
links.

4. The engineer writes a spider using Scrapy and
launches it on an EC2 instance.

5. The spider batches links in 10k CSV files.

Out of 255 domains selected, we wrote spiders
for 54 of them. We followed the same logic as
CommonCrawl and respected the Disallow on the
CCBot User Agent. Other websites were discarded
for either low resources, blocked URLs, or rate-
limiting issues.

This approach had several downfalls:

1. Very time-consuming: this is by far the most
problematic. We tried to be as efficient as
possible in the custom scraping logic, creat-
ing base spider classes. But still, it had sev-
eral manual steps, from filtering homepages
to launching and monitoring.

2. While Scrapy offers a rate-limiting logic to
avoid being IP banned from the server, we still
encountered several homepages that would
block the requests or, worse, return a link to
an empty page.

3. We weren’t checking for duplicate links.
Scrapy provides a state manager to avoid vis-
iting previous links. Still, when scraping
sitemaps or using a sequential API (requests
that required a "previous request token"), this
feature had to be disabled.

We also experimented with a link-hopper strat-
egy: given a starting seed, visit all links in that
domain. On every link, repeat the search and col-
lect. The starting seeds were collected by using
the site operator on Google and looking for top-
level domains (e.g., .gov.ae) of any of the coun-
tries whose official language is Arabic. The issue
with this strategy is that it requires downloading
the whole page to fetch the next set of links. It
also inevitably visits many bad-quality pages, like
"Contact Us" or Navigation menus.

After executing both strategies, we collected
around 60 million links, though as will be checked
later, around 25 million were duplicates or invalid.
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A.2 Scraping with Kafka and EFS
Our first approach: to collect the data from the
links, we set up a pipeline using Kafka and writing
them to AWS EFS (Elastic File System).

1. Every time the spiders write a new CSV file,
a Kafka message is sent to the "Download"
queue containing the file path.

2. An observer receives the message, opens the
file and parses the links and metadata.

3. The link is downloaded and written to file:
one file per each link. A message with the file
path and metadata is sent to a "Parse" Kafka
queue on success.

4. A different observer receives the message and,
based on the metadata, decides which parser
to use.

We wrote parsers for the different file types:
HTML, using Trafilatura; PDFs, using itextpdf
in Java; Epub, using ebooklib WARC files, by un-
zipping and using Trafilatura again; Doc and Docx,
using python-docx.

Each parser would take a file path as input, open
and parse it, and then write the contents to disk.

We tried extracting content with OCR for PDFs
but ultimately discarded them as we felt OCR tech-
nology in Arabic was not accurate enough. Low
accuracy risks introducing systematic artifacts in
the training data, like wrong bytes, spacing arti-
facts, and flipped texts. This limited our ability to
rely on PDF files for data, as we identified that only
5% of all of the ones we had collected were parsed
correctly.

Another issue with this approach was the lack of
deduplication, which caused a waste of resources
reprocessing the same content.

A.3 Scraping using MongoDB and Dagster
Due to technical issues and low visibility in the data
extraction, we estimated we had lost more than half
of the potential data we could have collected from
the links. The idea was that, with proper tooling,
we could go from the CSV files to the data faster,
cheaper, and more reliably.

To solve the issues of scalability and dedupli-
cation, we decided to set up a sharded MongoDB
cluster. We collected all the CSV files and inserted
the single links as documents in a MongoDB col-
lection. We used the hash of the cleaned URL as a
shard key and unique index:

• The unique index allowed us to deduplicate
the links automatically.

• Using a hash as a shard key means you can
partition the ranges on each shard beforehand.
This way, you don’t trigger re-balancing the
cluster, which actually caused it to crash.

A cleaned URL is obtained by removing the proto-
col and trailing "/", then decoding from Base64.

To properly deduplicate all the links, we decided
to include also the list of links from our other
datasets: Common Crawl and ArabicWeb16. In
total, we obtained 330 Million documents. The
collisions between our HandMade dataset and
ArabicWeb16 + Common Crawl ended up being
around 2 million.

We kept in each document:

• The source URL.
• A flag to signal whether it had been down-

loaded. This became an index key once we
started scraping the links.

• A counter to check the number of duplicates.
This field also kept track of which dataset it
was found in (HandMade, Common Crawl,
ArabicWeb16).

Using MongoDB also provided a quick way to
check the quality and sources of the data manually.

To simplify deployment and parallelization, we
used Dagster and converted our parsers, and Kafka
queues into DAGs. We attempted using Airflow
before Dagster, but we decided to switch since
testing the DAGs was quite cumbersome.

The DAGs for downloading were pretty straight-
forward: a generator would fetch 10k random links
from the database, then yield using a Dynamic out.
This would spawn an operator for each yielded
batch of documents. Each operator would loop
through them by downloading one at a time. Once
all are downloaded or failed, do a batch update by
changing the "downloaded" flag to true and adding
metadata about the status of the download, like the
status code and text, the time of download, and the
content length.

Each operator also generated metrics using
StatsD that we collected on a Prometheus Push
Gateway and visualized in Grafana. We monitored
status codes, length of files, download times, and
database operation times. This way, we could de-
tect hitting a rate limiter or database performance
issues.
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Everything was deployed using Helm charts on
a Kubernetes cluster on AWS EKS. Using Helm
charts is strongly recommended as it reduces the
complexity of using Kubernetes, and most of the
tools already have an open-source chart you can
use on artifacthub.io.

A.4 Lesson learned and possible
improvements

Extracting text from PDFs is the most valuable
improvement we could achieve since it would add
a large amount of high-quality, long correlation
text. This would allow for better coherency over
long generations and unlock studies in increasing
the context length.

B Dataset processing and analysis

B.1 Arabic filters
We check the default values from (Rae et al., 2021)
for the quality and repetition filters and find that
most are suitable for Arabic text. We make the
following modifications:

• we slightly increase the maximum ellipsis per
line ratio, to avoid penalyzing shorter samples.

• we add a minimum average of words per line
filter, to eliminate ”list” style samples (e.g.,
website content menus), as they typically lack
coherence.

• we run several experiments concerning the
use or Arabic ”stop words”, in the sense that
a sample must contain a minimum of such
words to pass the filter; we find that compared
to English, due to the nature of the Arabic
language, for the same minimum stop word
(e.g., 3) value much larger lists are needed (El-
Khair, 2017), and we compare three existing
lists of Arabic stop words7 8 9 with lengths
234, 801 and 2276 words, finally using the
shortest list.

We also implement line-wise corrections that
eliminate undesirable lines (e.g., containing social
media counters, likes, navigation buttons), using
custom lists both in English and Arabic.

B.2 Topic distribution
The top 150 source URL domains cover approx-
imately 20% of the samples in our final Arabic

7https://talkinarabic.com/arabic-words/
8https://countwordsfree.com/stopwords/arabic
9https://github.com/mohataher/

arabic-stop-words

pre-training dataset. We manually annotate the
main topic corresponding to each domain, follow-
ing a list of 25 topics similar to the main cat-
egories in version 1 of https://cloud.google.
com/natural-language/docs/categories. We
find news to be the dominant category, accounting
for a weighted 65% of the top 150 domains.

An interesting claim of Nagoudi et al. (2022)
was that, according to human evaluation, their
model seemed to produce human-like output for the
news domain. One possible reason for this is that
this category seems to be over-represented in the
available Arabic data, particularly compared to En-
glish data (see for comparison the topic distribution
in Chowdhery et al. (2022)).

C Evaluation datasets

For creating AlGhafa10, our multiple-choice evalu-
ation benchmark for zero- and few-shot evaluation
of Arabic LLMs, we adapt the following tasks:

• Belebele Ar MSA: Bandarkar et al. (2023)
900 entries

• Belebele Ar Dialects: Bandarkar et al. (2023)
5400 entries

• COPA Ar: 89 entries machine-translated
from English and verified by native Arabic
speakers. Machine-translated from English
and Verified by Humans.

• Facts balanced (based on AraFacts)
Sheikh Ali et al. (2021): 80 entries (after
balancing dataset), consisting in a short article
and a corresponding claim, to be deemed true
or false.

• MCQ Exams Ar: Hardalov et al. (2020) 2248
entries

• OpenbookQA Ar: 336 entries. Machine-
translated from English and Verified by Hu-
mans.

• Rating sentiment (HARD-Arabic-Dataset)
Elnagar et al. (2018): determine the sentiment
of reviews, with 3 possible categories (pos-
itive, neutral, negative) transformed to a re-
view score (1-5) as follows: 1-2 negative, 3
neutral, 4-5 positive. 6000 entries (2000 for
each class).

• Rating sentiment no neutral (HARD-
Arabic-Dataset) (Elnagar et al., 2018): 8000
entries in which we remove the neutral class
by extending the positive class (score 1-3).
8000 entries (4000 for each class).

10https://gitlab.com/tiiuae/alghafa
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• Sentiment (Abu Farha et al., 2021): 1725
entries based on Twitter posts, that can be
classified as positive, negative, or neutral.

• SOQAL (Mozannar et al., 2019): grounded
statement task to assess in-context reading
comprehension, consisting of a context and a
related question; consists of 155 entries with
one original correct answer, transformed to
multiple choice task by adding four possible
human-curated incorrect choices per sample.

• XGLUE (based on XGLUE-MLQA) (Liang
et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2019): consists of
155 entries transformed to a multiple choice
task by adding 4 human-curated incorrect
choices per sample.

• XQuAD (Artetxe et al., 2019) (Cross-lingual
Question Answering Dataset) used to evaluate
question answering performance among vari-
ous languages. The test set we used contained
1.19k question-answer pairs in Arabic.

• MLQA (Lewis et al., 2019) Publicly avail-
able dataset used to evaluate the Question An-
swering ability of a model over various lan-
guages. The test dataset we used contains
5335 question-answer pairs in Arabic.

• Ty Di QA (Artetxe et al., 2019) Question An-
swering dataset with 11 languages containg
204k pairs of question-answwers. THe test set
we used contained 921 question-answer pairs.

• ARCD (Mozannar et al., 2019) Arabic
Reading Comprehension Dataset (ARCD)
which contains 1,395 questions obtained from
Wikipedia articles. We utilize 702 samples
with context, a question related to the contet
and possible answers to the question.

We also evaluated other Arabic datasets, consid-
ering the current size of Arabic models and without
fine-tuning on the task, zero-shot tests were pro-
ducing near-random results, hence we discarded
them from our analysis. The discarted datasets
were: hatespeech detection (Seelawi et al., 2021),
offensive speech detection (Seelawi et al., 2021),
entailment and contradiction analysis (Liang et al.,
2020), sarcasm detection (Abu Farha et al., 2021),
processing & question-to-question semantic simi-
larity analysis (Seelawi et al., 2021).

Multiple-choice tasks were built by Arabic
speakers by adding the wrong answers. Here an ex-
ample of a modified XGLUE dataset entry, query:
ú

	̄ �è @Pñ�J»YË@ �èXAîD�� úÎ« �IÊ�k : ú
ÍA

�JË @ È@ ñ�Ë@ 	á« I. k.
�
@

Èð

@ iJ.��JË ñJ
»ñ£ �éªÓAg. 	áÓ 1957 ÐA« ZAJ
ÒJ
ºË@

AîD
Ê« É�m��' �è

@QÓ@

@Pñ�J»YË@ úÎ« �IÊ�k �é�@PYË@ �HBAm.× 	áÓ ÈAm.× ø


@ ú


	̄

: ñë H. @ñm.Ì

Choices:

, �é�Y	JêË @ , ZAJ
ÒJ
ºË@ ,ñJ
»ñ£ , ÐñÊªË@ ÈAm.× , �éJ
ËðYË@ �HA�̄CªË@

Correct Answer:
ZAJ
ÒJ
ºË@

C.1 Machine translation and cultural
relevancy

Some of our multi-choice evaluation datasets
(COPA and OpenBookQA) were translated from
English to Arabic. This was done by randomly se-
lecting a subset of the original dataset, performing
machine translation using the 3B model from Team
et al. (2022), then having native Arabic speaking
volunteers check and correct the translation where
needed. We asked our volunteers to also grade an
automated translation as directly acceptable or not
(case in which it was either corrected or rejected).
On over 500 questions, we find that only 58% were
considered directly acceptable, and of over 1800
possible answers (that could consist of one or more
words), 75% were marked as directly acceptable.

Another concern when choosing to translate
datasets from English to Arabic is the cultural rel-
evancy of the information, which is particularly
important for evaluation datasets. We randomly
selected 500 items from each of the BoolQ train
and validation splits and had a human native Ara-
bic speaker manually rate as cultural relevant or
not, obtaining a rate of 82.7% that where deemed
relevant for Arabic speakers.

We consider that the limited accuracy of auto-
mated translation models and the intrinsic cultural
differences between English speaking countries
and other populations represent a major roadblock
in scaling up LLMs for lower resource languages
by relying on existing resources for the English
language.
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fine-tuning dataset none (pretrained) xP3-Ar Bactrian-Ar Alpaca-Ar 10% Ultrachat-Ar
questions 42% 15% 83% 86% 83%

leading sentences 82% 60% 89% 92% 95%
average 62% 37.5% 86% 89% 89%

Table 7: Table showing percentage of accepted answers by a native Arabic speaker for our pre-trained and chat
fine-tuned 14B models, for prompts formulated as questions and "leading sentences", and also the average for the
two categories

D Fine-tuning

D.1 Setup
In order to improve the chat capability of our model,
we fine-tuned the model on various datasets. The
best fine tuned model was selected based on hu-
man feedback. Different fine-tuned versions of
the model tested on one or a mixture of datasets
were prompted with an array of questions and the
response ranked from 1 to 5 (1 being the lowest/ in-
coherent and 5 being the highest/meaningful). The
specifics of the datasets used for fine-tuning are
listed below:

• xP3-Ar (Crosslingual Public Pool of Prompts)
(Muennighoff et al., 2022): includes a collec-
tion of prompts from 46 languages. We used
the already existing Arabic text and machine
translated the English prompts to Arabic. A
total of 1.19M samples were included.

• Bactrian-Ar (Li et al., 2023): The Arabic ver-
sion of Bactrian11 with 67k samples.

• Alpaca-Ar (Taori et al., 2023): The Arabic
version of the Alpaca dataset12 with 52k sam-
ples. The whole dataset was used to fine-tune
our model for downstream conversation tasks.

• 10% UltraChat-Ar (Ding et al., 2023): we
used 10% of the Ultrachat dataset (150k sam-
ples) for fine-tuning a chat version of our 14B
model, after machine translating it from En-
glish to Arabic.

We perform human evaluation of the pre-trained
and fine-tuned models. We select six categories
(education, health, technology, history, creativity,
oil and gas) and for each we create ten questions
and ten equivalent "leading sentences", having 120
prompts in total. A leading sentence is a way to
reformulate a question as the beginning of an an-
swer, which tends to provide better results for pre-
trained models. For each prompt, we randomly

11https://huggingface.co/datasets/MBZUAI/
Bactrian-X

12https://github.com/PhoebusSi/alpaca-CoT

generate 5 completions from the each model, with
maximum length 100 tokens and temperature 0.7.
We ask one native Arabic speaker to evaluate the
five completions for each prompt and select how
many (from 0 to 5) are acceptable answer, where an
acceptable answer is defined as relevant, grammat-
ically correct and factually accurate. The results,
presented in Table 7, show that the fine-tuned mod-
els using either Alpaca-Ar or 10% of UltraChat
machine translated to Arabic obtain the highest per-
centage of accepted answers. We present examples
of prompt-pair answers using the pre-trained model
(see Tables 10 and 8) and the model fine-tuned with
10% of UltraChat-Ar (see Tables 11 and 9).
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Prompt (Leading Sentences) Best Answer [Pre-trained version]
ù
 ë

�H@PAÓB@ ú

	̄ PA¾�JK. B@ �HBAm.× , ZA 	� 	®Ë @ : Qå�mÌ'@ B ÈA�JÖÏ @ ÉJ
�.� úÎ« Aî 	DÓð , @Yg. �é«ñ	J�JÓ �HBAm.×

, �éJ
»
	YË@ 	àYÖÏ @ð , É�® 	JË @ð , �éJ
 	J �®�JË @ð , �éj�Ë@ð , Õæ
Êª

�JË @ð , �èXYj. �JÖÏ @ �é�̄ A¢Ë@ð
, �éËðYË@ AîD
Ê« ÉÒª�K ú


�æË @ �HBAj. ÖÏ @ ú

	̄ ¨ñ	J�JË @ @ 	Yë . AëQ�
 	«ð

PA¾ 	̄ B@ �éK
A«P úÎ« ÉÒª�K , PA¾�JK. BAK. �é�A 	g �HA 	J 	�Ag Xñk. ð I. k. ñ�J��

, �é 	JÓB@ð �é 	J 	�AmÌ'@ �éJ�
J. Ë @ ÑêË Q 	̄ñ�Kð , AîE. Am��@ YJ
K.

	Y 	gA�Kð , �éJ
«@YK. B@
�ñÒÊÓ ©�̄ @ð úÍ@ AêÊK
ñm�

�'ð Ñî�E@PA¾�JK. @ ��J
�®m�
�' 	áÓ @ñ 	JºÒ�JK
 ú
»

ñë QëAK. ÉJ. �®�J�Ó 	àAÒ 	�Ë �éªÓAm.Ì'@ ú

	̄ é�J�@PYË ��	m��' É 	� 	̄ @ PAJ
�J 	k@ 	à@ �IJ
k , ÈA�®ÖÏ @ @ 	Yë ú


	̄ ÕºË éÓY�® 	J� AÓ
	à@ I. ËA¢Ë@ úÎ« I. m.�'
 ú


�æË @ PñÓB@ 	áÓ �éªÓAm.Ì'@ ú

	̄ I. �A 	JÖÏ @ �� 	j�JË @

�èQº 	̄ ©�̄ñÓ ÈC 	g 	áÓð , �éªÓAm.Ì'@ ú

	̄ Õç'
Y

�®�JË @ ÉJ. �̄ AîE. �éK
 @PX úÎ« 	àñºK

ÈA�®ÖÏ @ Qå�A 	J« . �éJ
ªÓAm.Ì'@ �HA�� 	j�JË @ É 	� 	̄ @ úÎ« Õº 	̄Qª 	J�
I.

	«QK
 ø

	YË@ ù
 ªÓAm.

Ì'@ �� 	j�JË @ ú

	̄ Q 	̄ñ�J�K 	à@ I. m.�'
 ú


�æË @ Q�
K
AªÖÏ @ 	�ªK. ¼A 	Jë
AêÒë@ 	áÓð , é�J�@PX ú


	̄ I. ËA¢Ë@
I.

	«QK
 ø

	YË@ ù
 ªÓAm.

Ì'@ �� 	j�JË @ ú

	̄ Q 	̄ñ�J�K 	à@ I. m.�'
 ú


�æË @ Q�
K
AªÖÏ @ 	�ªK. ¼A 	Jë
AêÒë@ 	áÓð , é�J�@PX ú


	̄ I. ËA¢Ë@
I.

	«QK
 ø

	YË@ ù
 ªÓAm.

Ì'@ �� 	j�JË @ ú

	̄ Q 	̄ñ�J�K 	à@ I. m.�'
 ú


�æË @ PñÓB@ 	�ªK. ¼A 	Jë
AêÒë@ 	áÓð , é�J�@PX ú


	̄ I. ËA¢Ë@
ÈC	m� 	' 	áÓ 	á�
 	® 	£ñÖÏ @ øYË PA¾�JK. B@ð ¨@YK. B @

�é 	̄ A �®�K 	P 	Q«

@ ÑêË iJ
���K ú


�æË @ �éJ.�A 	JÖÏ @ �éJ�
J. Ë @ð XP@ñÖÏ @ð I. K
PY�JË @ Q�

	̄ñ�K

, �éËAª 	̄ ��Q 	̄ ú

	̄ ÉÒªË@ úÎ« 	á�
 	® 	£ñÖÏ @ �H@PY�̄ 	QK
 	Qª�K úÍ@ ùª�@ AÒ» . 	¬Qå��JË @ð Q�
º 	®�JË @ �éK
Qk

, ÉÒªË@ Z @X @ ú

	̄ �éJ
ËA« �èXñk. 	àAÖÞ 	�ð , �éÓñ�QÖÏ @ 	¬@YëB@ ��J
�®m�

�' 	¬YîE.
. ék. ð ÉÒ» @ úÎ« A 	JJ
Ë @ �éÊ¿ñÖÏ @ ÐAêÖÏ @ �éK
XA�Kð

�éJ.ë ñë Ð

@ ¨@YK. B @ 	á�®ÊK
 é<Ë @ð ) : úÍAª�K ÈA�̄ ? èXAJ.« 	áÓ ZA ���
 	áÖÏ AîD.îE
 é<Ë @ 	áÓ

©Ò�Ë@ ÕºË Éªk. ð AJ�
 �� 	àñÒÊª�K B Õº�KAêÓ@ 	àñ¢�. 	áÓ Õºk. Q 	k@
. ( 	àðQº ���� ÕºÊªË �èYJ 	̄ B@ð PA��. B@ð

ú
æ. Ê� Ð

@ ú
G. Am.

�'
 @ Õæ
Êª
�JË @ úÎ« ú
«A

	J¢�B@ ZA¿ 	YË@ Q�
�K

A�K @ 	Qj. �JK
 B Z 	Qk. iJ.�@ ú
«A

	J¢�B@ ZA¿ 	YË@ ?
ú
«A

	J¢�B@ ZA¿ 	YË@ 	à@ �HA�@PYË@ �I�J�. �K @ Y�® 	̄ , �éJ
ÓñJ
Ë @ A 	J�KAJ
k 	áÓ
Q�
�KA�JË @ @

	Yë 	àñºJ
� Éë 	áºËð , Õæ
Êª
�JË @ úÎ« ú
G. Am.

�'
 @ Q�
�KA�K éË 	àñºJ
�
, ÈA�®ÖÏ @ @ 	Yë ú


	̄ éJ
Ê«
	¬Qª�J 	�� AÓ @ 	Yë ? ú
æ. Ê� Ð@ ú
G. Am.

�'
 @
. Õæ
Êª

�JË @ úÎ« ú
«A
	J¢�B@ ZA¿ 	YË@ Q�
�KA�K �éJ
 	®J
» úÎ« 	¬Qª�J 	�� AÒ»

Table 8: Best Answers from the "Leading Sentence" style prompts from the pre-trained model.
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Prompt (Leading Sentences) Best Answer [Fine-tuned version]
:Pñ	K ù
 ë

�H@PAÓB@ ú

	̄ PA¾�JK. B@ �HBAm.× : ÐY 	j�J�ÖÏ @ ©K
ñ 	J�K úÎ« �èYj�JÖÏ @ �éJ
K. QªË@ �H@PAÓB@ �éËðX ÉÒª�K : �èXYj. �JÖÏ @ �é�̄ A¢Ë@ .1

É�JÓ �èXYj. �JÖÏ @ �é�̄ A¢Ë@ PXA�Ó ú

	̄ PAÒ�J���B@ ÈC 	g 	áÓ AîE
YË �é�̄ A¢Ë@ l .�'
 	QÓ

É�® 	JË @ .2 . �éJ
 	�PB@ �éK
P@QmÌ'@ �é�̄ A¢Ë@ð �éJ
KAÖÏ @ �é�̄ A¢Ë@ð hAK
QË @ �é�̄ A£ð �éJ
�Ò ��Ë@ �é�̄ A¢Ë@
Ð@Y�J�ÖÏ @ É�® 	JÊË �éJ
�Jj�JË @ �éJ
 	�J. Ë @ ú


	̄ �èYj�JÖÏ @ �éJ
K. QªË@ �H@PAÓB@ �éËðX �HQÒ�J���@ : Ð@Y�J�ÖÏ @
�éËðX QÒ�J����� : AJ
k. ñËñ 	Jº�JË @ .3 . �éJ
KAK. QêºË@ �HAJ.»QÖÏ @ð �éJ
»

	YË@ É�® 	JË @ �éÒ 	¢	� @ð , ú
G. X ðQ��Ó É�JÓ
ú
«A

	J¢�B@ ZA¿ 	YË@ É�JÓ �éÓY�®�JÖÏ @ �HAJ
 	J �®�JË @ ú

	̄ �èYj�JÖÏ @ �éJ
K. QªË@ �H@PAÓB@

: �éJ
j�Ë@ �éK
A«QË@ .4 . Aî�EA«A 	J� �éJ
k. A�J 	K @ð �èZA 	®» 	á�
�j�JË ZAJ
 ��B@ �I	KQ�� 	K @ð �HA�KñK. ðQË@ð
	á« I. �
J.¢�JË @ É�JÓ

�èQº�JJ. ÖÏ @ �éJ
j�Ë@ �éK
A«QË@ �H@PXAJ.Ó ú

	̄ �èYj�JÖÏ @ �éJ
K. QªË@ �H@PAÓB@ �éËðX QÒ�J�����

	àAÒ 	�Ë �éªÓAm.Ì'@ ú

	̄ é�J�@PYË ��	m��' É 	� 	̄ @ : ÐY 	j�J�ÖÏ @

:Pñ	K ñë QëAK. ÉJ. �®�J�Ó
úÎ« @XAÒ�J«@ �éªÓAm.Ì'@ ú


	̄ Aî �D�@PX ½J
Ê« I. m.�'
 ú

�æË @ �HA�� 	j�JË @ É 	� 	̄ @ 	Ê�J	m��' Y�̄

: Aî�EA«@QÓ I. m.�'
 ú

�æË @ �éªKA ��Ë@ �HA�� 	j�JË @ 	�ªK. ½J
Ë @ , ½Ë 	X ©Óð . �éJ
 	JêÖÏ @ ½ 	̄ @Yë@ð ½�KAÓAÒ�Jë@

YK
YªË@ ÉÒ ���
 ©�@ð ÈAm.× �é�Y	JêË @ : �é�Y	JêË @ .1
�éJ
KAJ
ÒJ
ºË@ð �éJ
 	KYÖÏ @ð �éJ
ºJ
 	KA¾J
ÖÏ @ð �éJ
KAK. QêºË@ �é�Y	JêË @ ½Ë 	X ú


	̄ AÖß. , �HA�� 	j�JË @ 	áÓ
�èQ�
J.» A�Q 	̄ Q 	̄ñ�Kð ÉÒªË@ ��ñ� ú


	̄ Q�
J.» QK
Y�®�JK. �HA�� 	j�JË @ è 	Yë ù 	¢m��' . 	à@Q�
¢Ë@ �é�Y	Jëð
ù
 Ô
�̄QË @ ÐñJ
Ë @ ÕË A« ú


	̄ �éJ
ÒëB@ 	©ËAK. @QÓ@ �� 	j�JË @ @ 	Yë YªK
 :Q�KñJ
J.ÒºË@ ÐñÊ« .2 . ù

	®J
 	£ñË@ ñÒ 	JÊË

, �ém.×Q�. Ë @ �HA 	ªË ÉÒ ���
ð . AJ
k. ñËñ 	Jº�JË @ úÎ« �HA«A 	J�Ë@ 	áÓ YK
YªË@ YÒ�Jª�K �IJ
k
	áÓB@ð , ú
«A

	J¢�B@ ZA¿ 	YË@ð , �HA 	KAJ
J. Ë @ ÐñÊ«ð
PA¾�JK. B@ð ¨@YK. B @

�é 	̄ A �®�K 	P 	Q«

@ : ÐY 	j�J�ÖÏ @

:Pñ	K ÈC 	g 	áÓ 	á�
 	® 	£ñÖÏ @ øYË

�é»PA ��Ó ú

	̄ �ék@QËAK. 	àñ 	® 	£ñÖÏ @ AîD
	̄ Qª ���
 �éJ�
K. ��Ê 	g :hñ�J 	®ÖÏ @ É�@ñ�JË @ ©J
j. ���� .1

ú
«AÒm.
Ì'@ ÉÒªË@ð 	àðAª�JË @ �é 	̄ A �®�K 	QK
 	Qª�K . ÕºmÌ'@ 	áÓ 	¬ñ 	k 	àðX ÑëPA¾ 	̄ @ð ÑëPA¾ 	̄ @

.2 . ©K
PA ��ÖÏ @ ú

	̄ AªÓ ÉÒªË@ úÎ« 	á�
 	® 	£ñÖÏ @ ©J
j. ���� ÈC 	g 	áÓ

	àñÓY�®K
 	áK

	YË @ 	á�
 	® 	£ñÒÊË QK
Y�®�JË @ð �HAJ
�̄Q��Ë @ð �HA 	̄ A¾ÖÏ @ É�JÓ 	Q 	̄ @ñk Õç'
Y

�®�K : 	Q 	̄ @ñmÌ'@ Õç'
Y
�®�K

h. PA 	g Q�
º 	®�JË @ �éÊ�@ñÓ úÎ« 	á�
 	® 	£ñÖÏ @ 	Q 	®m�'
 @ 	Yëð . �èQº�JJ.Ó @PA¾ 	̄ @
XP@ñÖÏ AK. 	á�
 	® 	£ñÖÏ @ YK
ð 	Q�K : XP@ñÖÏ @ Q�
 	̄ñ�K .3 . �èYK
Yg. PA¾ 	̄ @ QK
ñ¢��ð ��ðY	J�Ë@
I. K
PY�JË @ð AJ
k. ñËñ 	Jº�JË @ úÍ@ Èñ�ñË@ ½Ë 	X ÉÒ ���
ð . ÑëPA¾ 	̄ @ 	YJ
 	® 	J�JË Aî 	Eñk. A�Jm�'
 ú


�æË @
	áK

	YË @ 	á�
 	® 	£ñÖÏ @ �HAgAj. 	JK. ÈA 	®�JkB@ : �HAgAj. 	JË AK. ÈA 	®�JkB@ .4 . �H@YªÖÏ @ð

:Pñ	K �éJ.ë ñë Ð

@ ¨@YK. B @ 	á�®ÊK
 : ÐY 	j�J�ÖÏ @ 	àñº�K 	à@ 	áºÖß
 . AªÓ 	á�
 	J�KB@ 	áÓ l .�'
 	QÓ ©�̄ @ñË@ ú


	̄ ñë ¨@YK. B@
�HC¾ ��ÖÏ @ Ég úÎ« �èPY�®Ë@ É�JÓ , AëQ�
 	« 	áÓ Q��» @ �éK
Q¢ 	̄ �HAÒ�Ë@ 	�ªK.
, ½Ë 	X ©Óð . A 	JËñk 	áÓ ÕËAªË @ ú


	̄  AÖ 	ßB@ �éK
 ðP ð@
. øQ 	k@ �èPAêÓ ø
 @ É

�JÓ AÓAÖ �ß , �é�PAÒÖÏ AK. AêÊ �®�ð AëQK
ñ¢�� 	áºÖß
 �èPAêÓ ¨@YK. B@ 	àA 	̄

Õæ�P ð@ ú

	æë 	YË@ 	�ªË@ É�JÓ �é 	®Ê�J	m× 	áK
PAÖ

�ß ÈC 	g 	áÓ é 	J�
�m��' 	áºÖß
ð
�èYK
Yg. H. PAm.�

�' 	á« �IjJ. Ë @ ÈC 	g 	áÓ ú �æk ð@ �éJ
 	Jë
	YË@ ¡�@Q	mÌ'@

, 	¬A¢ÖÏ @ �éK
Aî 	E ú

	̄ . �èYK
Yg. PA¾ 	̄ @ 	Q�
 	®j�JË

¨@YK. B@ ÕÎª�JK
 	à@ �	m��� ø
 B 	áºÖß
ð , �éJ.���ºÖÏ @ �H@PAêÖÏ @ð �éK
Q¢ 	®Ë @ �éJ.ëñÖÏ @ 	áÓ l .�'
 	QÓ ñë ¨@YK. B@
:Pñ	K ú
æ. Ê� Ð


@ ú
G. Am.

�'
 @ Õæ
Êª
�JË @ úÎ« ú
«A

	J¢�B@ ZA¿ 	YË@ Q�
�K

A�K : ÐY 	j�J�ÖÏ @ . ú
æ. Ê�ð ú
G. Am.

�'
 @ Õæ
Êª
�JË @ úÎ« ú
«A

	J¢�B@ ZA¿ 	YË@ Q�
�KA�K 	à@
ú

	̄ �èPñ�K �H@Yg@ úÎ« �èPY�®Ë@ éK
YË ú
«A

	J¢�B@ ZA¿ 	YË@ 	à@ 	á�
g ú

	̄

�éJ
ÒJ
Êª�K H. PAm.�
�' Q�
 	̄ñ�K ÈC 	g 	áÓ Õæ
Êª

�JË @
	áK

	YË @ ½JËð@ 	á�
K. �èñm.

	̄ ��Ê 	g úÎ« �èPY�®Ë@ A 	��
@ éK
YË é 	KA 	̄ , �é��	m×
B 	áK


	YË@ ½JËð@ð AJ
k. ñËñ 	Jº�JË @ úÍ@ Èñ�ñË@ �éJ
 	K A¾Ó@ ÑîE
YË
	áºÒ�JK
 B Y�̄ , ÈA�JÖÏ @ ÉJ
�.� úÎ« .½Ë 	X 	àñªJ
¢����

�éÓ 	PCË@ AJ
k. ñËñ 	Jº�JË @ úÍ@ Èñ�ñË@ 	áÓ 	� 	® 	j	JÖÏ @ É 	gYË@ �H@ 	X ��£A 	JÖÏ @ ú


	̄ H. C¢Ë@
, ½Ë 	X úÎ« �èðC« . ú
«A

	J¢�B@ ZA¿ 	YË@ úÎ« �éÖ ßA �®Ë @ �é¢ ��	�B@ ú

	̄ �é»PA ��ÒÊË

�H@PAêÖÏ @ 	à@Y�® 	̄ úÍ@ ø
 X
ñK
 Y�̄ ú
«A

	J¢�B@ ZA¿ 	YË@ úÎ«  Q 	®ÖÏ @ XAÒ�J«B@ 	àA 	̄

úÍ@ �é 	̄ A 	�BAK. . ¨@YK. B@ð �HC¾ ��ÖÏ @ Égð ø
 Y
�® 	JË @ Q�
º 	®�JË @ É�JÓ �éJ
�A�B@

Table 9: Best Answers from the "Leading Sentence" style prompts from the model fine-tuned on UltraChat-Ar
(10%).
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Prompt (Questions) Best Answer [Pre-trained version]

?ù 	ªÊ�J� Ð

@ ÉJ. �®�J�ÖÏ @ ú


	̄ �éJ
ÓC�B @ �HA�@PYË@ �PY�J� Éë ú

	̄ ú
G. QªË@ ú


	̄ A �®�JË @ 	Q»QÖÏ @ ú

	̄ AëA�®Ë @ ú


�æË @ é�KQå 	�Am× ú

	̄ ø
 ðA

�̄QK. YÔg@ Pñ�J»YË@ ékQ£ È@ ñ�

ú
«ñÊË hC�@ ñë ú

	æK
YË@ hC�B@ 	à@ : éËñ�®K. Aë@YK. Y�̄ð ú


	æK
YË@ hC�B@ 	à@ñ 	JªK. 	à@YJ
ÖÏ @

ú
«ñË@ ú

	̄ éËB@ð é<Ë @ Ðñê 	®Óð é<Ë @ 	á« ÉK
YK. ñë ø
 YJ
Ê

�®�JË @ ú

	æK
YË@ ú
«ñË@ ú


	̄ 	áK
YËA 	̄ , ú

	æK
YË@

�èXA«B ¨ðQå��Ó ñë ú

	æK
YË@ hC�B@ 	à@ : 	¬A 	�@ð . 	áK
YË@ 	á« ÉK
YK. ñë ø
 YJ
Ê

�®�JË @ ú

	æK
YË@

	á« �IK
YjÊË É�®�J 	K @ Õç�' . ú

	æK
YË@ �	JË @ ÈC 	g 	áÓ 	áK
YË@ Ñê 	̄

? ÈA 	®£

CË ø
 YJ
Ê

�®�JË @ Õæ
Êª
�JË @ 	áÓ É 	� 	̄ @ ú
Í

	Q 	�ÖÏ @ Õæ
Êª
�JË @ Éë , @Y 	J» ú


	̄ �éJ
 	K A¢�
Q�. Ë @ AJ
J.ÓñËñ» �éªÓAg. 	áÓ �èYK
Yg. �é�@PX ú

	̄

Ñë ð@X@ 	àA¿ È 	Q 	�ÖÏ @ ú

	̄ ÑêÒJ
Êª�K @ñ�®Ê�K 	áK


	YË @ ÈA 	®£B@ 	à@ 	àñ�JkAJ. Ë @ Yg. ð
@ñ�®Ê�K 	áK


	YË @ ÈA 	®£B@ 	áÓ �èYgñÖÏ @ �H@PAJ. �J 	kB@ ú

	̄ É 	� 	̄ @

É 	®£ 900 	áÓ H. Q
�®K
 AÓ úÎ« �é�@PX 	àñ�JkAJ. Ë @ øQk. @ . �é�PYÖÏ @ ú


	̄ ÑêÒJ
Êª�K
@ðYg. ðð , �XA�Ë@ 	�Ë@ úÍ@ ÈðB@ 	�Ë@ 	áÓ
�H@PAJ. �J 	k@ ú


	̄ úÎ«@ �HAg. PX úÎ« @ñÊ�k È 	Q 	�ÖÏ @ ú

	̄ ÑêÒJ
Êª�K @ñ�®Ê�K 	áK


	YË @ ÈA 	®£B@ 	à@
�é 	KPA�®Ó ÐñÊªË@ð �éK
 	Q�
Êm.�

	'B@ �é 	ªÊË @ð �HAJ
 	�AK
QË @ ú

	̄ �éJ
�AJ
�®Ë @ ÉJ
�j�JË @

	áK

	YË @ ÈA 	®£B@ Z@X@ 	àA¿ , ½Ë 	X úÍ@ �é 	̄ A 	�BAK. . �é�PYÖÏ @ ú


	̄ ÑêÒJ
Êª�K Õç�' 	áK

	YË @ ÈA 	®£BAK.

ú

	̄ ÑêÒJ
Êª�K @ñ�®Ê�K

? �é�A	mÌ'@ �HAg. AJ
�JkB@ ø
 ð
	YË Õæ
Êª

�JË @ QK
ñ¢�� ©J
¢���	� 	J
» ? �é�A	mÌ'@ �HAg. AJ
�JkB@ ø
 ð
	YË Õæ
Êª

�JË @ QK
ñ¢�� ©J
¢���	� 	J
»
? �é�A	mÌ'@ �éJ
K. Q��Ë @ 	Q» @QÓ ��K
Q£ 	á« Ð@ ? ú


	æêÖÏ @ ÉJ
ëA�JË @ ��K
Q£ 	á« ½Ë 	X 	àñºK
 Éë
AêÓ �Y�® 	K 	à


@ 	�Q�� 	®K
 ú


�æË @ Õæ

�®Ë @ð �H@PAêÖÏ @ð 	¬PAªÖÏ @ PA�J	m� 	' 	à


@ A 	JË 	J
»

?ÉKAêË @ ú

	æ�®�JË @ ú


	̄ QªÖÏ @ Ñ 	j 	��JË @ @ 	Yë É 	£ ú

	̄ �
A�ñ� 	k , A 	JK. C¢Ë

AîD.�
��ºK
 	à@ 	�Q�� 	®K
 ú


�æË @ �éJ
�A�B@ �H@PAêÖÏ @ 	K
Qª�K YJ
ª 	K 	à@ A 	JË 	J
»ð
	áÓ CJ
k. © 	J�	� 	à@ A 	JË 	J
»ð ? úÍðB@ �éJ
�@PYË@ Ég@QÖÏ @ ú


	̄ I. ËA¢Ë@
?ÉJ. �®�J�ÖÏ @ �èXAJ
�̄ úÍ@ ÑêÊë ñ�K ú


�æË @ �H@PAêÖÏ @ 	àñºÊ�JÖß
 	áK

	YË @ 	á�
«YJ. ÖÏ @

ú

�æË @ �H@PAêÖÏ @ 	àñºÊ�JÖß
 	áK


	YË @ 	á�
«YJ. ÖÏ @ 	áÓ CJ
k. © 	J�	� 	à@ A 	JË 	J
»ð
�éJ
�A�@ �H@PAêÓ ¼A 	Jë 	à@ ½ �� B ?ÉJ. �®�J�ÖÏ @ �èXAJ
�̄ úÍ@ ÑêÊë ñ�K
è 	Yë @ñÒÊª�JK
 	à@ I. m.�'
 H. C¢Ë@ É¿ 	à@ ú


	æªK
 B @ 	Yë 	áºË ,I. ËA¢Ë@ AêÒÊª�JK
 	à@ I. m.�'

ú

	æªK
 B @ 	Yë 	áºË ,I. ËA¢Ë@ AêÒÊª�JK
 	à@ I. m.�'


�éJ
�A�@ �H@PAêÓ ¼A 	Jë 	à@ ÉK. , �H@PAêÖÏ @
? ú
«A

	J¢�B@ ZA¿ 	YË@ Ð@Y 	j�J�AK. 	àA£Qå�ÊË h. C« QK
ñ¢�� 	áºÖß
 	J
» 	áÓ ú
«A
	J¢�B@ ZA¿ 	YË@ 	áºÒ�JK
 Y�̄ ,I. K
Q

�®Ë @ ÉJ. �®�J�ÖÏ @ ú

	̄

ÈC 	g 	áÓ øQ 	kB@ 	�@QÓB@ð 	àA£Qå�ÊË �èYK
Yg. �HAg. C« úÎ« Pñ�JªË@
ú
æ�J
£A

	J 	ªÖÏ @ 	á�
 	KQË @ð �éJ
ª¢�®ÖÏ @ �éª ��B@ Pñ� ÉJ
Êm�
�'

ÉJ
Êj�JË Q�KñJ
J.ÒºË@ �è 	Qêk. @ ZAJ.£B@ ÐY 	j�J��
 , ú
ÍAm
Ì'@ �I�̄ñË@ ú


	̄ . úæ 	�QÒÊË
. ú
æ�J
£A

	J 	ªÖÏ @ 	á�
 	KQËAK. QK
ñ��JË @ð �éJ
 	J�
�Ë@ �éª ��B@ 	áÓ �éJ
KQÖÏ @ �HA 	KAJ
J. Ë @
úÍ@ �ék. Ag ¼A 	Jë 	àñº�K Y�̄ ú


�æË @ ��£A 	JÖÏ @ YK
Ym�
�' ú


	̄ ú
«A
	J¢�B@ ZA¿ 	YË@ Y«A��
 	à@ 	áºÖß


éÊg@QÓ ú

	̄ È@ 	QK
 B ú
«A

	J¢�B@ ZA¿ 	YË@ 	à@ 	áÓ Ñ 	«QË@ úÎ« . @ 	Q�
»Q�K Q��» @ h. C«
ÉJ
�.� úÎ« .I. ¢Ë@ ú


	̄ @YJ
 	®Ó 	àñºK
 	à@ 	áºÖß
 é 	K @ úÎ« �éËXB@ 	�ªK. ¼A 	Jë 	à@ B@ , úÍðB@

ÉJ
Êj�JË ú
«A
	J¢�B@ ZA¿ 	YË@ Ð@Y 	j�J�@ 	áºÖß
 , ÈA�JÖÏ @

Table 10: Best Answers from the "Question" style prompts from the pre-trained model.
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Prompt (Questions) Best Answer [Fine-tuned version]
ú

	̄ �éJ
ÓC�B @ �HA�@PYË@ �PY�J� Éë : ÐY 	j�J�ÖÏ @

:Pñ	K ?ù 	ªÊ�J� Ð

@ ÉJ. �®�J�ÖÏ @

, ½Ë 	X ©Óð . �HAªÓAm.Ì'@ ú

	̄ �éJ
ÓC�B@ �HA�@PYË@ ÉJ. �®�J�Öß. ñJ. 	��JË @ I. ª�Ë@ 	áÓ

ú

	̄ @YK
 @ 	Q��Ó A 	̄ @Q��«@ �I�.���» @ �éJ
ÓC�B@ �HA�@PYË@ 	à@ úÍ@ �èPA ��B@ PYm.�

�'
�HA�@PYË@ �H@PðX l .×YK. �HAªÓAm.Ì'@ 	áÓ YK
YªË@ �IÓA�̄ �IJ
k , �èQ�
 	gB@ �H@ñ	J�Ë@
XY« YK
@ 	Q�K ©Ó ,½Ë 	X úÍ@ �é 	̄ A 	�BAK. . �éJ
�@PYË@ Aêj. ëA 	JÓ ú


	̄ �éJ
ÓC�B@
�HAªÓAm.Ì'@ h. A�Jm�

�' Y�̄ , ÕË AªË @ ZAm� 	' @ ©J
Ôg. ú

	̄ 	á�
ÒÊ�ÖÏ @ H. C¢Ë@

. 	á�
ÒÊ�ÖÏ @ H. C¢Ë@ �HAg. AJ
�Jk@ ú
æ. Ê
�K ú


�æË @ �H@PðYË@ 	áÓ YK
 	QÖÏ @ Õç'
Y
�®�K úÍ@

úÎ« �HAªÓAm.Ì'@ ú

	̄ �éJ
ÓC�B@ �HA�@PYË@ ÉJ. �®�J�Ó YÒ�JªJ
�

	¬A¢ÖÏ @ �éK
Aî 	E ú

	̄ ð

ù
 Öß
XA¿B@ ©Ò
�Jj. ÖÏ @ �HAg. AJ
�Jk@ ½Ë 	X ú


	̄ AÖß. , ÉÓ@ñªË@ 	áÓ �é«ñ	J�JÓ �é«ñÒm.×
½	JºÖß
 Éë : ÐY 	j�J�ÖÏ @ .H. C¢Ë@ I. Ê£ð

Õæ
Êª
�JË @ 	áÓ É 	� 	̄ @ ú
Í

	Q 	�ÖÏ @ Õæ
Êª
�JË @ Éë : ÐY 	j�J�ÖÏ @

:Pñ	K ? ÈA 	®£

CË ø
 YJ
Ê

�®�JË @

	àB È@ ñ�Ë@ @ 	Yë úÎ« ©J
Òm.Ì'@ I. �A 	J�K
�èYg@ð �éK. Ag. @ Yg. ñ�K B

½Ë 	X ú

	̄ AÖß. , �é 	®Ê�J	m× ÉÓ@ñ« úÎ« YÒ�JªK
 É 	®¢ÊË i. î 	E É 	� 	̄ @

H. ñJ
ªË@ð AK
 @ 	QÖÏ @ 	�ªK. ¼A 	Jë ,½Ë 	X ©Óð . ÕÎª�JË @ H. ñÊ�@ð é�K @PY�̄ð É 	®¢Ë@ �HAÓAÒ�Jë@
Q�.» @ @PY�̄ ú
Í

	Q 	�ÖÏ @ Õæ
Êª
�JË @ Q 	̄ñK
 : �é 	KðQÖÏ @ .1 :É�JÓ , ú
Í

	Q 	�ÖÏ @ Õæ
Êª
�JÊË �éÊÒ�JjÖÏ @

PAJ
�J 	k@ 	áK
YË@ñÊË 	áºÖß
 . 	á�
�KðQË@ð ú

	æÓ 	QË @ ÈðYm.Ì'AK. ��Êª�JK
 AÒJ
 	̄ �é 	KðQÖÏ @ 	áÓ

	àðYK
QK
 AÓ PAJ
�J 	k@ ÈA 	®£CË 	áºÖß
ð , é��
PY�K �éJ
 	®J
»ð é��
PY�K 	àðYK
QK
 AÓ
Ñî 	E @Q�̄ @ ©Ó É«A 	®�JË @ ÈA 	®£CË ú
Í

	Q 	�ÖÏ @ Õæ
Êª
�JË @ iJ
��K
 : �éJ
«AÒ�Jk. B@ �éJ �� 	��JË @ .2 . éÒÊª�K

ZA 	JK. ú

	̄ Y«A��
 	à@ 	áºÖß
 AÜØ , �HAJ
 	®Ê	mÌ'@ð PAÔ«B@ 	Ê�J	m× 	áÓ

ø
 ð
	YË Õæ
Êª

�JË @ QK
ñ¢�� ©J
¢���	� 	J
» : ÐY 	j�J�ÖÏ @
:Pñ	K ? �é�A	mÌ'@ �HAg. AJ
�JkB@

�HAg. AJ
�JkB@ ø
 ð
	YË Õæ
Êª

�JË @ QK
ñ¢�� AêËC 	g 	áÓ 	áºÖß
 ��Q£ �èY« ¼A 	Jë
�èXYjÖÏ @ �HAg. AJ
�JkB@ YK
Ym�

�' 	á�
ÒÊªÖÏ @ úÎ« I. m.�'
 :
�èXYjÖÏ @ �HAg. AJ
�JkB@ YK
Ym�

�' .1 �é�A	mÌ'@
	à@ 	áºÖß
 . ú
æ� @PYË@ É�

	®Ë@ ú

	̄ �é�A	mÌ'@ �HAg. AJ
�JkB@ ø
 ð

	X 	áÓ I. ËA£ É¾Ë
ð@ �éJ
�mÌ'@ ð@ �éK
Y�m.Ì'@ ð@ �éJ
 	̄QªÖÏ @ �HA�̄ A«B@ É�JÓ �HBAm.× ½Ë 	X ÉÒ ���

I. J
ËA�@

	J
J
º�K 	á�
ÒÊªÖÏ @ úÎ« I. m.�'
 :��
PY�JË @ I. J
ËA�@
	J
J
º�K .2 . �éK
ñÒ 	J�JË @ ð@ �éJ
Ê�@ñ�JË @

½Ë 	X 	áÒ 	��JK
 .I. ËA£ É¾Ë �èXYjÖÏ @ �HAg. AJ
�JkB@ �éJ
J. Ê�JË ÑîE. �é�A	mÌ'@ ��
PY�JË @
�éJ
ÒJ
Êª�JË @ X @ñÖÏ @ ð@ , �éK
Qå�J. Ë @ ÉKA�ñË@ ð@ , �èY«A�ÖÏ @ AJ
k. ñËñ 	Jº�JË @ Ð@Y 	j�J�@
É¾ ���. ÉÒªË@ 	á�
ÒÊªÖÏ @ úÎ« I. m.�'
 :

�éK
A«QË@ ú
×Y
�®Óð PñÓB@ ZAJ
Ëð@ ©Ó 	àðAª�JË @ .3 . �é�� 	j�JÖÏ @

Õæ

�®Ë @ð �H@PAêÖÏ @ð 	¬PAªÖÏ @ PA�J	m� 	' 	à


@ A 	JË 	J
» : ÐY 	j�J�ÖÏ @

@ 	Yë É 	£ ú

	̄ �
A�ñ� 	k , A 	JK. C¢Ë AêÓ �Y�® 	K 	à


@ 	�Q�� 	®K
 ú


�æË @
:Pñ	K ?ÉKAêË @ ú


	æ�®�JË @ ú

	̄ QªÖÏ @ Ñ 	j 	��JË @

Õæ

�®Ë @ð �H@PAêÖÏ @ð 	¬PAªÖÏ @ PAJ
�J 	k@ AêËC 	g 	áÓ A 	J 	JºÖß
 ��Q£ �èY« ¼A 	Jë

:ÉKAêË @ ú

	æ�®�JË @ ú


	̄ QªÖÏ @ Ñ 	j 	��JË @ @ 	Yë É 	£ ú

	̄ �é�A 	g , A 	JK. C¢Ë AêÓY�® 	K ú


�æË @
ú
«AÒm.

Ì'@ ÉÒªË@ð É�@ñ�JË @ É�JÓ �éÔ«A 	JË @ �H@PAêÖÏ @ : �éÔ«A 	JË @ �H@PAêÖÏ @ úÎ« 	Q�
»Q��Ë @ .1
ø


	YË@ ÐñJ
Ë @ ÕË A« ú

	̄ �éJ
�A�@ �H@PAêÓ ù
 ë ø
 Y

�® 	JË @ Q�
º 	®�JË @ð �HC¾ ��ÖÏ @ Égð
A 	JK. C¢Ë �H@PAêÖÏ @ è 	Yë Õæ
Êª

�JË 	áK
YëAg. ùª�	� 	à@ I. m.�'
 . AJ
k. ñËñ 	Jº�JË @ úÎ« YÒ�JªK

.Q�
 	ª�JË @ ©K
Qå� ÕËA« ú


	̄ hAj. 	JË @ úÎ« Ñî�EY«A�ÖÏ �èQºJ.Ó 	á� 	Y 	JÓ
, Õæ
Êª

�JË @ ú

	̄ AJ
k. ñËñ 	Jº�JÊË YK
@ 	Q��ÖÏ @ Ð @Y 	j�J�B@ ©Ó :��
PY�JË @ ú


	̄ AJ
k. ñËñ 	Jº�JË @ l .×X .2
Ð@Y 	j�J�@ A 	J 	JºÖß
 . ø
 Y

�® 	JË @ Q�
º 	®�JË @ð ¡ �� 	�Ë @ ÕÎª�JË @ 	P 	Qª�K �é�®K
Q¢�. ��
PY�JË @ ú

	̄ Aêm.×X ÑêÖÏ @ 	áÓ

Õç'
Y
�®�JË AJ
k. ñËñ 	Jº�JË @

È@YJ. ���@ ©J
¢��� 	�� Éë : ÐY 	j�J�ÖÏ @
: Pñ	K ? ú
«A

	J¢�BAK. ø
 Qå
��J. Ë @ I. Ê

�®Ë @
È@YJ. ���B �éK
ñJ
mÌ'@ �éJ
J.¢Ë@ �é�Y	JêË @ ÈAm.× ú


	̄ �èQÒ�J�Ó �HAm�'. @ ¼A 	Jë 	à@ 	á�
g ú

	̄

ø
 Qå
��J. Ë @ I. Ê

�®Ë @ È@YJ. ���@ Õ �æK
 	à@ lk. QÖÏ @ Q�

	« 	áÔ 	̄ , ú
«A

	J¢�B@ ø
 Qå
��J. Ë @ I. Ê

�®Ë @
, PAJ. �J«B@ ú


	̄ Aë 	Y 	g@ I. m.�'
 ú

�æË @ ÉÓ@ñªË@ 	áÓ YK
YªË@ ¼A 	Jë .I. K
Q

�®Ë @ ÉJ. �®�J�ÖÏ @ ú

	̄ ÉÓA¾ËAK.

�éJ
�̄C 	gB@ PA�KB@ð , ZA 	�«CË �é�̄ñ�KñÓ PXA�Ó úÍ@ �ék. AmÌ'@ð , ¨P 	QË @ �éJ
ÊÔ« �é 	®Ê¾�K É�JÓ
,½Ë 	X úÍ@ �é 	̄ A 	�BAK. . ú
«A

	J¢�@ Q 	kAK. ø
 ñJ
k ñ 	�« È@YJ. ���B
È@YJ. ���@ Y 	J« Aî�EA«@QÓ I. m.�'
 ú


�æË @ ÉÓ@ñªË@ 	áÓ YK
YªË@ ¼A 	Jë
�éK
Aî 	E ú


	̄ . 	��
QÒÊË �éJ
j�Ë@ �éËAmÌ'@ð , éË @YJ. ���@ X@QÖÏ @ ñ 	�ªË@ ¨ñ	Kð , 	��
QÖÏ @ QÔ« É�JÓ , ZA 	�«B@
�ék. Ag ¼A 	Jë 	àñº�K 	à@ lk. QÖÏ @ 	áÓ , 	¬A¢ÖÏ @

Table 11: Best Answers from the "Question" style prompts from the model fine-tuned on UltraChat-Ar (10%).
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Training set A Training set B
Test set A 76.0 75.7
Test set B 73.3 75.7
Test set A 81.8 82.0
Test set B 78.3 81.8

Table 12: F1 (top) and accuracy (bottom) percentage
scores for the classifier trained on, respectively, training
set A (left) and B (right).

Identity Percentage Identity Percentage
Black 11.4 Jewish 9.8

Atheist 9.6 Spanish 9.0
Latino 8.5 Chinese 8.4
White 8.3 Hindu 7.8
Indian 7.7 African 7.6
Arabic 7.5 Asian 7.0
Russian 7.0 European 6.7
Muslim 6.1 Brown 5.9

Christian 5.8 Pakistani 5.5
Buddhist 5.4 Japanese 5.4
Korean 4.3
Female 9.9 Male 7.9

Table 13: Percentage of produced potentially toxic state-
ments with respect to each studied identity, ordered from
highest to lowest scores

E Toxicity and bias analysis

E.1 Bad word filter

In order to filter out potentially inappropriate state-
ments, we apply a "bad-word" filter on the pro-
duced completions. To achieve this, we collected
and merged 3 sources of Arabic bad words 13 14 15.
The obtained list has been split into two subsets,
one containing obscene words and one with poten-
tially toxic ones. For each generated sentence, we
compute its toxicity score, adding 1 to the total for
each obscene word and 0.34 for mid bad words.
The produced content is then filtered out, removing
all completions with a toxicity score over 1.

13https://github.com/ASammour/bad-words-AR/
blob/master/words.js

14https://github.com/LDNOOBW/
List-of-Dirty-Naughty-Obscene-and-Otherwise-Bad-/
blob/master/ar

15https://github.com/uxbert/arabic_
bad_dirty_word_filter_list/blob/master/
arabic-profanity-bad-words-dictionary.txt

E.2 Top-10 descriptive words for social groups

At first, we report the list of the adjectives that are
not reported among the top-10 descriptive words
as they are too general and not particularly de-
scriptive: always ( AÖ ß @X), more (Q��» @), many (YK
YªË@),
especially ( �é�A 	g), other (øQ 	k@), own (½ÊÓ), gen-

eral (ÐAªË@), some ( 	�ªK.), different ( �é 	®Ê�J 	jÖÏ @), last

( �èQ�
 	gB@). In Tables 14, 15, 16, 17 we display the
top-10 most common adjectives generated by our
14B model for, respectively, gender, religion, na-
tionality and Arabic ethnicity identities in the com-
pletions. We can notice at first that the generated
adjectives generally belong to the semantic field of
their prompted social group. For example, when in-
specting religious identities we encounter a variety
of terms relates to spirituality, with a stronger pres-
ence of science and materialism for Atheists. For
national identities, we can notice terms related to
national populations and geopolitics, with a focus
on the geographical area of interest. Overall, no
particular biases is displayed for the studied social
groups.

E.3 Toxic language classifier

As proposed in (Ousidhoum et al., 2021), we probe
the eventual bias in the assessed LLMs using a
simple logistic regression model as toxic language
classifier. The embedding of sentences is obtained
using (Grave et al., 2018) Arabic word vectors. We
include in the training set 3 out of the 4 datasets
used in (Ousidhoum et al., 2021), in particular
(Ousidhoum et al., 2019), (Zampieri et al., 2020)
and (Mulki et al., 2019), since (Albadi et al., 2018)
is not publicly available as of the writing of this
paper. Moreover, we integrate in our training set
two more hate speech datasets: (Mubarak et al.,
2021) and (Alakrot et al., 2018). The selection of
the training datasets as been performed as follows:
all of the 5 candidates datasets have been sliced in
training and test subsets. Then, we refer as Dataset
A as the one obtained from the merging of the sub-
sets of the 3 originally included only. On the other
hand, we name as Dataset B the one that includes
all of the 5 considered datasets. The subsets slicing
has been performed as first step in order to prevent
the occurrence of a data leakage between any of
the training and test segments. We trained the same
architecture on, respectively, the balanced training
slice of Dataset A and B and evaluated on both test
subsets A and B. The F1 and accuracy scores for
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Term Top-10 descriptive words
Man É 	� 	̄ @ better, Q�
J.» big, �éJ
k. ð 	QË @ marital, �éK
ñ�̄ strong, é�JJ. �
J.k sweetheart, ú
k. PA

	mÌ'@ external,
�éJ
� 	j ��Ë@ personal, ÉK
ñ¢Ë@ long, Q�.» @ greater, I. �A 	JÖÏ @ appropriate

Men É 	� 	̄ @ better,Q�
J.» big, �éJ
ËAg. QË @ menswear, YK
Yg. new,ú
ÍAg. QË @ men, �éJ
 	�AK
QË @ sport, �è 	Q�
ÒÖÏ @
featured, �éJ
ÖÏ AªË @ globalism,ú
k. PA

	mÌ'@ external, 	Q�
ÜØ distinct

Woman É 	� 	̄ @ better, YK
Yg. new, �éªK @P amazing, �éJ
ªJ
J.¢Ë@ natural, Q�
J.» big, �éªK @QË @ brilliant, �éJ
ªJ
J.£
normal, Q�
��̄ short, �HAJ.j. jÒÊË for veiled women, �HAJ.j. m× veiled

Women YK
Yg. new, É 	� 	̄ @better, �éJ
ªJ
J.¢Ë natural, �éªK @P amazing, �éJ
ªJ
J.£ normal, Q�
��®Ë@ short, �éªK @QË @
long, �éªK @QË @ brilliant, Ñ«A 	K smooth, Q�
J.» big

She É 	� 	̄ @ better, �èYK
Yg. new, Q�
J.» big, ú
«AÒ
�Jk. B@ social, �éJ
 	J 	®Ë @ artistic, �è 	Q�
ÒÖÏ @ featured, �A	mÌ'@

private, �HAJ.j. m× veiled, �éªK @QË @ brilliant, �éªK @P amazing

Table 14: Top-10 most common descriptive words found in the first sentence, gender-related identities

Term Top-10 descriptive words
Muslim ÕÎ�ÖÏ @ Muslim, É 	� 	̄ @ better, �éJ
 	�K
YË@ religious, �éJ
ÓC�@ Islamic, �éK
ñJ. 	JË @ prophetic, Õç' @X perma-

nent, YK
Yg. new, iJ
m�� correct, 	áºÒÖÏ @ possible, �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic

Christian ú
jJ
�ÖÏ @ Christian, �Y�®ÖÏ @ holy, YK
Yg. new, ÕÎ�ÖÏ @ Muslims, �éJ
 	�K
YË@ religious, ù

�®J
�®mÌ'@ real,

�éK
YK. B@ eternal, É 	� 	̄ @ better, �éJ
 	K A�	�B@ humanity, YJ
kñË@ the only

Buddhist ø

	XñJ. Ë @ Buddhism, �éJ
 	�K
YË@ religious,úÎ«@ higher, �éK
 	XñJ. ÊË for Buddhism, ÈðB@ the first, Q�.» @

greater, �éÊÓA¾Ë@ full, É 	� 	̄ @ better, ú
æ�
	® 	JË @ psycho , �éJ
 	K A�	�B@ humanity

Atheist �éJ
�®¢	JÓ boolean,ÕÎ�ÖÏ @ Muslim, �éJ
 	�K
YË@ religious,ú
×C�B@ Islamic, iJ
m��correct, �éJ
ÒÊ«
scientific,ÈðB@ first, ø
 XAÓmaterial, l� 	�@ðclear,ú


�̄C 	g@ moral

Table 15: Top-10 most common descriptive words found in the first sentence, religious identities
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Term Top-10 descriptive words
American �éJ
ºK
QÓB@ American, �èYj�JÖÏ @ United, �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic,¡�ðB@ middle, �éJ
 	�J
¢�Ê 	®Ë @

Palestian, �éJ
ÖÏ AªË @ globalism, Q�
J.» big, �éK
XA��J�̄B@ economic, �éJ
k. PA	mÌ'@ external,
�éK
Qº�ªË@ military

Chinese �éJ
 	J�
�Ë@ Chinese, �èYj�JÖÏ @ United, �éJ
ºK
QÓB@ American, Q�
J.» big , �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic,

É 	� 	̄ @ better, Q�.» @ greater, �éJ
ËðYË@ international, �èY« several, �éJ
ÖÏ AªË @ globalism

Indian ø
 Y
	JêË @ Indian, �éK
Y 	JêË @ Hindi, Q�
J.» big, É 	� 	̄ @ better , �éªK @QË @ brilliant, �éJ
� 	j ��Ë@

personal, �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic, �è 	Q�
ÒÖÏ @ featured, YK
Yg. new, �éJ
ªJ
J.¢Ë@ natural

Brazilian ú
ÎK

	P@Q�. Ë @ Brazilian, É 	� 	̄ @ better, É 	� 	̄ B@ the best, ÈðB@ first, Q�
J.» big, ú
ÍA¢�
B@

Italian, ú

	GAJ.�B@ Spaniard, Q�
J.ºË@ great, �éJ
K. ðPðB@ European, ù


KAî 	DË @ final

Indonesian ú
æ�J

	KðY	KB@ Indonesian, É 	� 	̄ @ better, �èQ�
J.» big , �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic, ÈðB@ first,

�éJ
kAJ
�Ë@ tourist, �éJ
ÓC�B@ Islamic, �èYK
Yg. new, �éK
XA��J�̄B@ economic, �éK
ñJ
�B@
Asian

Bangladeshi ú
æ
���
XC 	ª 	JJ. Ë @ Bangladeshi, É 	� 	̄ @ better , �éK
Y 	JêË @ Hindi, �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic, �èYK
Yg. new,

ú
æ
	�AÖÏ @ past, �èQ�
J.» big, Q�.» @ greater, �éJ
ÓC�B@ Islamic, É 	� 	̄ B@ the best

Pakistani É 	� 	̄ B@ the best, �éÖß
Y�®Ë@ old, �éK
Y 	JêË @ Hindi, ÕÎ�ÖÏ @ Muslim, �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic, �èQ�
J.»
big, �éJ
ËAmÌ'@ current, úÍðB@ first, �éJ
ÓC�B@ Islamic, ø
 ñK. Q

��Ë @ educational

Canadian ø
 Y
	JºË@ Canadian, �éJ
ºK
QÓB@ American, É 	� 	̄ @ better,Q�
J.» big, �èYj�JÖÏ @ United,

ÐA	mÌ'@ raw, �éJ
ÖÏ AªË @ globalism, �éK
XA��J�̄B@ economic, �HAJ
�	�AÓðP romances, Q�.» @
greater

Japanese �éJ
 	K AK. AJ
Ë @ Japanese, �èQ�
J.» big, �éJ
ÖÏ AªË @ globalism, �éJ
 	K A�JË @ the second, ø
 Xñª�Ë@ Saudi,

YK
Yg. new, �é�JK
YmÌ'@ modern, ÈðB@ the first, Q�.» @ greater, �éK
ñJ
�B@ Asian

Nigerian ø
 Q�
j. J

	JË @ Nigerian, �èQ�
J.» big, �éJ
�®K
Q 	̄ B@ African, ÈðB@ the first, ú


	æ 	®Ë @ artistic,

É 	� 	̄ @ better, �éK
ñ�̄ strong, úÍðB@ the first, ù

KAî 	DË @ final, �éÊK
ñ£ long

Russian ú
æ�ðQË@ Russian, �èYj�JÖÏ @ United, �éJ
ºK
QÓB@ American, �éJ
ËðYË@ international,
�éK
Qº�ªË@ military, �éK
Pñ�Ë@ Syrian, É 	� 	̄ @ better, �éJ
�AJ
�Ë@ political, ú
G. ðPðB@
European, �éJ
ÖÏ AªË @ globalism

German ú

	GAÖÏB@ German, ÈðB@ first, É 	� 	̄ @ better, Q�
J.» big, �éJ
ÖÏ AªË @ globalism, �éJ
K. ðPðB@

European, ú

	GA�JË @ second, �èQ�
J.» big, �èYK
Yg. new, �éJ
 	KYJ. Ë @ physical

Table 16: Top-10 most common descriptive words found in the first sentence, national identities
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Term Top-10 descriptive words
Arabic �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic, Q�
J.» big, YK
Yg. new, ÈðB@ first, �éJ
� 	j ��Ë@ personal, ú
«AÒ

�Jk. B@ social, �éJ
 	�AÖÏ @
past, �éJ
K. Q 	ªË @ western, @Q�
J.» great, �A	mÌ'@ private

Moroccan ú
G. Q
	ªÖÏ @ Moroccan, �éJ
�®K
Q 	̄ B@ African, ú


	æ£ñË@ national, úÍðB@ first, �èQ�
J.» big, ù

KAî 	DË @ final,

ú
G. QªË@ Arabi, É 	� 	̄ @ better, �éJ
K. ðPðB@ European, �éK
QK @ 	Qk. Algerian

Algerian ø
 Q
K@ 	Qm.Ì'@ Algerian, �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic, ú


	æ£ñË@ national, É 	� 	̄ @ better, ú
æ�
	�Q 	®Ë @ French, ÈðB@ first,

�éJ
�®K
Q 	̄ B@ African, Q�
J.» big, �éJ
ËðYË@ international, ù

KAî 	DË @ final

Saudi ø
 Xñª�Ë@ Saudi, �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic, É 	� 	̄ @ better, �èQ�
J.» big, �éJ
ÖÏ AªË @ globalism, �éJ
 	�AK
QË @
sports,ú


	GA�JË @ second, ú
æ
	�AK
QË @ athlete, É 	� 	̄ B@ best, ú


	æ£ñË@ national

Emirati �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic, ú

�G@PAÓB@ Emirati, ú
G. QªË@ Arabi, ÈðB@ first, �éJ
 	�AK
QË @ sports, �éJ
ÖÏ AªË @ globalism,

�éJ
ËðYË@ international, �èYJ
 ��QË@ rational, �èYj�JÖÏ @ United, �éJ
 	K A�	�B@ humanity

Lebanese �	�J. K Lebanese, �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic, É 	� 	̄ @ better,Q�
J.» big, �éK
XA��J�̄B@ economic, úÍðB@ first,
�éJ
�AJ
�Ë@ political, �èYK
Yg. new, éºj 	�Ó funny, �éJ
«AÒ�Jk. B@ social

Kuwaiti ú

�æK
ñºË@ Kuwaiti, �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic, Q�
J.» big, É 	� 	̄ @ better, �éJ
 	J£ñË@ national, �éJ
 	J 	®Ë @ artistic,

�éJ
 	�AK
QË @ sports,ú
«AÒ
�Jk. B@ social, YK
Yg. new, �éJ
ÖÏ AªË @ globalism

Qatari �éK
Q¢�®Ë@ Qatari, �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic, É 	� 	̄ @ better, �éJ
ÖÏ AªË @ globalism, �éJ
 	�AÖÏ @ past, ÈðB@ first,

É 	� 	̄ B@ best, Q�
J.» big, �éK
ñJ
�B@ Asian, �éK
ñ�̄ strong

Tunisian ú
æ�
	�ñ�JË @ Tunisian, �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic, Q�
J.» big, �éJ
�®K
Q 	̄ B@ African, ù


KAî 	DË @ final, ú

	æ 	®Ë @ artistic,

ú
æ
	�AÖÏ @ past, É 	� 	̄ @ better, �èYK
Yg. new, �éJ
 	�AK
QË @ sports

Jordanian ú

	GXPB@ Jordanian, �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic, ú


	æ£ñË@ national, �éJ
 	�J
¢�Ê 	®Ë @ Palestinian, É 	� 	̄ @ better,
�éJ
ÖÞ

��AêË @ Hashemite, �éK
XA��J�̄B@ economic, �éJ
�AJ
�Ë@ political,úÍðB@ first, Q�
J.» big

Syrian ø
 Pñ�Ë@ Syrian, �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic, Q�
J.»big, ÈðB@ first, �éJ
 	�J
¢�Ê 	®Ë @ Palestinian, ú
ÎJ

K @Qå�B@ Israeli,

ú
»
Q��Ë @ Turkish, �éJ.ª� difficult, �éJ
ÖÏ AªË @ globalism, ú
æ�AJ
�Ë@ politician

Omani ú

	GAÒªË@ Omani, ÈðB@ first, É 	� 	̄ @ better, ú


	æ£ñË@ national, �éJ
j. J
Ê	mÌ'@ Gulf, �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic,
�éK
ñJ
�B@ Asian, Q�
J.ºË@ great, �éJ
 	�AK
QË @ sports, Q�
J.» big

Bahrain ú

	æK
QjJ. Ë @ Bahraini, �éJ
j. J
Ê	mÌ'@ Gulf, �éJ
K. QªË@ Arabic, úÍðB@ first, É 	� 	̄ @ better, �éJ
 	�AK
QË @

sports,Q�
J.» big, ú

	æ£ñË@ national, �èQ�
J.» big, �éK
ñJ
�B@ Asian

Table 17: Top-10 most common descriptive words found in the first sentence, Arabic national identities
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both classifiers are reported in Table 12.

E.4 Statistics on social groups
When inspecting sentences that have been
marked as toxic by the classifier, we can
encounter samples as "A brown person hang-
ing out with friends because she is black"
("Z @Xñ� Aî 	E


B ZA�̄Y�


B@ ©Ó è 	Q 	��J�K QÖÞ�


@ �	m���")

or "An Indian woman gets di-
vorced because she gave birth"
(" �IJ. m.�

	' @ Aî 	E

B ��C¢Ë@ úÎ« É�m��' �éK
Y 	Jë �è


@QÓ@").

In both these examples we can notice how
ordinary actions are justified by ethnicity or by
gender-related reasons. We report in Table 13
the proportion of sentences, with respect to every
social groups, that have been reported as toxic by
the LR classifier. We observe that when focusing
on religious identity the model displays to be more
prone to produce toxic content when the subject is
else Jewish or an Atheist. For ethnic groups, Black
people tend to be more likely associated to toxic
statements. When focusing on gender, women
appear the be associated more often with potential
toxicity.
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F Supplementary evaluation results
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Figure 4: Zero-shot evaluation results on the AlGhafa benchmark for our largest model, with 14B parameters,
compared with: Noor (Lakim et al., 2022), Jais (Sengupta et al., 2023) and AraGPT2 (Antoun et al., 2021). Average
is the mean accuracy across tasks. Score* is the average of (at − bt)/(1 − bt) across tasks, where: at is task
accuracy and bt is task baseline.
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Figure 5: Zero-shot evaluation results of our models trained to optimality on the AlGhafa benchmark. Average is
the mean accuracy across tasks. Score* is the average of (at − bt)/(1− bt) across tasks, where: at is task accuracy
and bt is task baseline
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Figure 6: Zero-shot evaluation results on the AlGhafa benchmark of our 1B and 3B models trained to optimality
using v1 and llm tokenizers, respectively. Average is the mean accuracy across tasks. Score* is the average of
(at − bt)/(1− bt) across tasks, where: at is task accuracy and bt is task baseline.
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Figure 7: Zero-shot evaluation results on the AlGhafa benchmark of our 1B and 3B models trained to optimality
using a dataset deduplicated with only minhash, and another deduplicated using both minhash and exactsubtring
(ess). Average is the mean accuracy across tasks. Score* is the average of (at − bt)/(1− bt) across tasks, where:
at is task accuracy and bt is task baseline.
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Figure 8: Zero-shot evaluation results of 1B models trained over 1, 2 and 3 epochs over a 45 GT dataset. Average is
the mean accuracy across tasks. Score* is the average of (at − bt)/(1− bt) across tasks, where: at is task accuracy
and bt is task baseline.
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Figure 9: Few-shot evaluation results of our models trained to optimality on our benchmark. Average is the mean
accuracy across tasks. Score* is the average of (at − bt)/(1− bt) across tasks, where: at is task accuracy and bt is
task baseline.
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